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- T-h ROGRAMME FOR

-

1963 .

According to the advance information just received from - the P.T.T. on the
projected issues for 1963, it would seem that there is a quite formidable programme in store. Details so far available are as follows:
Fr
No. Value
130 Rp.
4 Feb.
Definitive issue - additional values for increased 4
170 "
parcel rates, with motifs of superseded 35 &
220
70 Rp. & 2 Fr. values
8.00

280

4 Feb

21 Mar.

21 Mar
1 June

1 Juno

Service stamps UNCSAT (United Nations Conference
on the Application of Science & Technology to
00 *
aid underdeveloped areas)
Publicity stamps:
50 Years of Swiss Boy Scout Association
Centenary of Swiss Alpine Club
50 Years of Ldtschberg Railway
World Hunger Campaign
Centenary of the Red Cross
Commemorating First International Postal
Conference of 11.5.1863
Red Cross Jubilee Miniature Sheet 1863-1963

50

2

6

5

10

fl

20
30
50

If

1.65
4 x 50
100

'PRO PATRIA' staus,
].863 - 19l8) - centenary or birth
Anna He
Founder of Swiss Nursing School

5

Symbols of activities of the Red Cross

20 +10
p0 +10

'PRO AERO' stamp - to mark the first alpine
flight by Oskar Bider on 13.7.1913 and to
commemorate Silver Jubilee of Pro Aéro Fund
The_stll be valid soIelyfor the
commemorative flight on 13th July.

U

3.00

5 + 5
10 +10

1

4

ft

22.±12

1.60

200

2.00

2

16 Sept. PAIL:21LIJIMIRl="

16 Sept. 'EXPO' stamyta - propaganda stamps for the
National Exhibition to be held in 1964

2.50

200

0 .80
10

20
50
1.55

0 Nov

5 5 + 5
10 +10
20 +10
30 +10
+10

'PRO JUVENTUTE' stain s

Total

Further details relating to the
first of the se issues are given on Page 2

Fr.22.70
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As previously forecast the rates for parcel post are being increased, necessitating 4 new stamps which will supersede the 35, 70 Rp. and 2 Fr. values of the
original series. Details of the new stamps are:
Fr.1.30 - Guildhall of the. Woodcutters, Bienne - yellow-brown on violet paper
Fr.1.70 - Einsiedeln Abbey - violet on violet paper
.Fr.2.20 - Einsiedeln Abbey - dark green on green paper ) same design
Fr.2.80 - Collegiate Church Bellinzona - orange-red on chamois paper
Designer: Hans Hartmann, Bern
Stamp size: Fr.1.30 & 2.80 - vertical
Engraver: Albert Yersin, Mont-aur-Rolle
24 x 29mm. (21 x 26mm)
Process:
Rotary recess printing
Fr,1.70 & 2.20 - horizontal
Printers: P.T.T. Printing Works, Bern
29 x 24mm. (26 x 21mm.
Paper:
Tinted with red & blue fibres No.of sheets: 4 (Nos. 1--4)
No.of stamps per sheets 50
The stamps will be obtainable from 30th January from the P.T.T. Postal Agencies
in Bern and Basle and will be valid for use from 4th February.
A special first-day cover has been prepared which is available from the P.T.T.
Postal Agencies at 30 Rp. (unstamped) or complete with the set of 4 stamps at
Fr.8.50. In future such covers will be marked 'FDC/PTT' in the lower left corner.
An attractive first-day cancellation showing an oriel window will be used andwill
have the inscription: 'BERN - AUSGABETAG - 4. FEBRUAR 63'.
The 35 & 70 Rp. and Fr.2.- stamps will remain valid for postage in the meantime.
UNITED NATIONS SERVICE STAMPS 'UNCSAT'
)

The new service stamps for 'UNCSAT' - United Nations Conference on the
applications of Science & Technology for the benefit of less developed areas
will also be issued on 4th February. The Conference will be held in Geneva from
4-20 February 1963 and will be attended by some 2500 Delegates from all over the
World. The two special stamps will be for use by UNO and by the participants at
this Conference and are not valid for general postage. .Details area
Values:
50 Rp. UNCSAT emblem with laurel Process: Rotary recess & letterpress
wreath - blue & carmine
Printers P.T.T. Printing Works, Bern
Paper: White, without fibres
2 Fr. Winged figure & UNCSAT
emblem - purple & yellow-green
Stamp size: 50 Rp. 24 x 29 mm.
(21 x 26 mm.
Designer: Hans Th8lni, Bern
Engravers: 50 Rp. Albert Yersin, Mon-sur2 Fr. 29 x 24 mm
Rolle
(26 x 21 mm.)
2 Fr. Karl Albrecht Bickel Jr., No.of Sheets: 2
(1 & 2)
Walenstadtberg
No.of Stamps per sheet: 50
The stamps may be obtained from 4th-28th February from the Philatelic Agencies
of the P.T.T. in Bern & Basle, the Sekretariat der Kreispostdirektion Genf (Geneva,
and from 4th-20+h February from the special Post Office UNCSAT, Geneva.
A special cover has been designed, bearing the UNCSAT emblem, and a special
cancellation will be used on 4th February, showing the symbol, with 'GENEVE 10'ONU - and date at top, and 'Conference Science & Technique' round the edge.

THEN 9 63 STAMP SSEASON f I S ` INN FULL *SWING!
' As we predicted, our 1963 Catalogue Supplement showed prices much
'i
too low — already a few months after its issue we have had to
'^
ltp`' publish additional price increases. THE PATTERN WILL CONTINUE AND
PROGRESSIVELY SNOWBALL AS THE YEAR GOES ON! It is our policy not
to increase prices until new stocks have to be procured.
DELAY SENDING YOUR WANTS LIST IF TO-DAY YOU CAN BUY ITEMS CHEAPER THAN YOU
WILL IN THE SUM R?
ss stamps are not only beautiful but are also the finest and safest investment
stamps. As Specialists our stock and unrivalled experience are a+ your disposal.
ECIALISED WANTS LISTS :MILL RECEIVE MY PERSONAL ATTENTION. APPROVALS OF FINE AND
SUAL MATERIAL IN ALL SECTIONS ALWAYS AVAILABLE. LET ME CATER FOR YOUR SISS
QUIREMENTS! WANTS LISTS - APPROVALS - NEW ISSUE SERVICE.
H. L. KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD
(The Swiss Specialists)
1511 Park Roa,dl St. John's :_brood, London N.W.8.

l

;

,
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EXC Hl A \ G E PACKET

A very serious complaint has been
lodged by Mr. J.H.Short, the Hon.
Packet Superintendent.
A Packet sent out on 27th Nov. had,
between then and 31st Dec. apparently
only circulated to 3 members, as far •
as can be gathered from the returns.
A number of letters were sent out, in
an endeavour to +race its location,
but a+ no time was +here even the
courtesy of a reply.
This sta+e of affairs is not good
enough. We are all aware of the cliff--;
iculties involved in running the Packet
and it is no help if, while some members are genuinely anxious to see them,
others, who do receive one, keep it -for lengthy periods. Not only is it -

LETTER

Page 3.

ROUTE v1ARKS

by R. L. Christian.
Pt. IV
Lack of information on the way in which
+hese cachets were applied makes it difficult to classify them into groups or as
belonging to certain areas. In the case
of the marks of NEUCHATEL and FRIBOURG
there is a similarity linking them together
but this is not the case in other regions.
The 'ROUTE DE BIENNE' for example, could be
Bernese, or from Solothurn or Basle, but is
most probably from Solothurn. In the case
of 'ROUTE DE MELLINGi;N' only one example
has been seen and that on a military cover.
As a general rule similar types of
cachets were used on a particular route,
although there are a few exceptions, notably the routes of MURI, VEVEY, ERISWYL &
unfairtohe lwc tors,bu WALTERSWYL. Where di.ffe^ent types are
found it is thought to indicate the existequally so to the contributors who,
not unnaturally, expect to see some
ence of two separate services following in
return within a reasonable period.
part or whole the same diieotion. This is
certainly the case, for example, with the
This is particularly the case when
material has been obtained from dealers. routes of ERIS ?;'YL & ,JuALTERS tYL.
Mr. Short feels that unless memThe author of the original article prebers are prepared to co-operate and
pared charts (unfortunately too large for
deal fairly by passing on Packets in
reproduction) tracing the various routes
the minimum of time, he cannot underand found that certain marks have existed
take to continue to hold office as
much longer than the dates indicated in
Packet Superintendent, and this we
Henrioud-Winkler, more than 10 years in
should regret very much indeed.
certain cases, due to the opening up of
We have been fortunate in purchasarchives and the discoveries thus revealed.
ing some suitable material - as reSome smaller plates of maps of the routes
commended at +he A.G.M. This will be
were published with the article.
circulated as quickly as it can be
From the conclusions reached after an
mounted and priced. As i+ is necessintensive
study it would appear that the
ary to recoup the Society for the necroute
marks
are cachets of despatch applied
essary ou+lay as soon as possible, it
by
a
central
bureau which transmitted the
is hoped members will help in every
letters
direct
to post-masters, couriers
way.
or the diligencies and also to facilitate
the work of the postmen in delivering mail
in more remote areas. It would appear also
that certain types or colours were used by
specific groups of routes. It is impossible to indicate where a particular route
commences, since the route mark is usually
to be found together with cancellations of
despatch and arrival and there are no
other additional marks which give any clue.

I3

RARITIES ... WANT LISTS
NEW ISSUES
CATALOGUES

.. EUROPE

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN

--- THE END --Note: In our February "NEvS LETTER" we
shall be publishing additional notes on
this subject which have been sent by Herr
Grass of the P.T.T., Bern.

SPECIALISED
BERNER BRIEFIUTARKEN-ZEITUNG
EXPERTISING DEPARTMENT

ZUMSTHIN & CIE
Propr. Hertsch & Co
Postfach 1291
BERNE 2
(Switzerland)

Among forthcoming articles in prepar'The Rayon Issues and the
ation area
Framing of the Cross' by Herr Andre Nussbaum of Basle; 'Postage Dues' by J.M.
Schumacher of Ontario, Canada, and 'The
Provisional Issues.'
Further contributions of articles long or short - will be most weocome.
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YOR_KS/LANCS GROUP: Hon.Sec: A. Gullis,
3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks.
At the meeting on January 5th, the
Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. Gullis, entertained (and educated) a goodly gathering
of members with a "Helvetia uiz". Some
50 or so cleverly devised stamp problems
were submitted, and even though most of
them proved insoluble to most of the
members, a very pleasant afternoon was
spent in the process of attempted elucidation.

JANUARY 1963

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Just a reminder that the annual subscription of 10/- is now due - except
for those who joined at the end of 1962
land who have an extended first period.
Prompt payment would be appreciated
I
to minimise clerical work.

I

I1 \A HV B E SH I D- L I ST

Despite an initial burst of enthusiasm
3for this project, less than 25% of members have so far responded to the request
for information for the proposed membership list.

Dr. Ritchie won this brain-teasing
puzzle by a shortish head, and the second prize went to Miss,Clarke.
Members expressed their appreciation
If you have overlooked this and wish
to emphasize your interest in any parof Mr. Gullis's effort, which once
ticular aspects of Swiss philately, will
again stimulated thought and memory,
you
please let the Secretary know as
helping the newer members to understand
!soon
as possible.
more of the early issues, and also
demonstrating to the 'old squares'
that even the more recent stamps have
;LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec: Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley,
their points of interest.
L.M .
I 32, Ethelbert Gdns. Gants Hill, Ilford.
The first, meeting of 1963 was very
well
attended despite the bitterly cold
The X. plenary assembly of the
!weather.
International Consultative Committee on
Radiocommunications 'C.C.I.R.' will be
i
The subjects dealt with were (a) the
held in Geneva from 15 Jan. to 15 Feb.
'CROSS & FIGURE ISSUE' (b) TELEGRAPH
A special post office will be set up in STAMPS and (c) POSTAGE DUES.
the 'Salle du Conseil-General' and mail
After the reading of a short descriptposted therefrom will receive a special i
ion
on the background to the 'Cross &•
date stamp with the inscription: 'Geneve
;Fiyuret
issue, short displays were given
Xe Assembles pleniere du C.C.I.R.'
by Messrs. Short, Lienhard,.Mrs.Scholey
PROPAGANDA CANCELLATION
land Mrs.Rawnsley, covering the issues on
!white and granite papers, the two control
MENZINGEN St. Bernarda Heimgartner
!marks and watermark. Items on cover
+1863-1963
!were included, also postmarks of various
The above will be used from 15 Jan.
types: straight-line,, circular, ring,
to 31 Dec. 1963 in place of the former
Customs, ambulant etc.
cancel inscribed 'Ausflugs- and StudienMr. Short produced the best selection
I
ort' in use since 15 June 1952.
of Telegraph stamps, including the comSLOGAN CANCELLATIONS
plete issue of 1868/74. Items on cover
were
shown, also a number of ordinary
Freilichtspiel der Japanesen - Schwytz.
stamps
cancelled with telegraph cancels.
31 Dec. '62 - 24 Feb. '63
Semaines franeaises - Fevrier-Mars 1963
Both Mr. Short & Er. Lienhard have
Lausanne Zurich Geneve
}done some study on the Postaky e__Due issues
Geneve 1 15/31 Jan., Geneve 2 1 Feb.- and were able to comment on the various
9 Mar., Lausanne 1 15 Jan-9 Mar.,
!issues. Among items on cover Mr. Short
Zurich 1, 15 Jan.- 9 Mar.
!showed a strip of 4, one of which had an
:inverted frame, Examples stamped
'Ungaltig' and 'Annul6e' were shown, also
a few of the elusive 'Swiss used abroad'.
Altogether a most interesting and
instructive evening.
At your service for all

l

POST IV AR K , I\1 EVVS

l

1

J 8,1All iV S f ri!
NEW

ISSUES

.singles, blocks, miniature sheets,
first-day covers
Send your orders for the
forthcoming 1963 issues - and all
your other Swiss requirements-to
me, for prompt attention.
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE,
Lanes.

London members are reminded that the
next meeting, on February 13th, will be
one of our-'highlights' - a talk and
display by Dr. K.Strauss on 1SWISSPOSTAL
HISTORY OF THE 15th-19th CENT.'
Make a special note of +he.date.
The Secretary wishes to thank all
those who sent Christmas Greetings and
for the many encouraging remarks., all of
which are much appreciated and help to
make the job just that little bit more
worth while.
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17th YEAR

ROTE
OH SW 1TZPI A N D
It is with great MARKS
pleasure that we give below the text of a letter received from
Herr H. Grass, Sektionschef fffr Information, P.T,T., Bern, in response to our request for further details on the subject of the Route Marks. We are indeed grateful to Herr Grass and his Colleagues for their help in this matter and for providing an authoritative explanation on many points tiwhi,ch were puzzling.
Ed.
"The Swiss route marks have been thoroughly investigated by various private
early postage stamp collectors in recent years. You already know Mr. Nagel's
treatise, one of the most competent in this particular field. There has been excellent co-operation between Mr. Nagel and us for years. On receiving your enquiry we commissioned Mr. W. Liniger, a distinguished pre-philatelist, who recently
joined our staff, to do further research work and this has taken considerable time,
but here are some of our findings;
1. Purpose of the route marks
Their use can be shown for the period 1802 to 1862. During the period of cantonal postal administrations (1803 - 1848) and in the first years (1849 - 18 62) of
the subsequent Federal postal service, postage was charged on the basis of both
weight and distance. Distance zones were fixed differently by the individual cantonal postal services. Until 1851 the Federal post used, besides a local zone for
the larger localities, four zones or 'rayons' as they were called:
Rayon 1 with a radius of 10 leagues from the point of posting
" 2 within a radius of from 10 - 25 leagues from the point of posting
"
3
”
n
"
^5 - 40
"
4
n
to
tt
IT
It
over 40
"

Until the year 1849 post offices in Switzerland were few and far between, especially in the thinly populated mountainous districts. Numerous remote valleys
were devoid of post offices. The despatch and delivery of their mail was entrusted to private or communal messengers, who exchanged it, on foot or on horseback,
with the nearest post office, every day or several times a week. If, on their way
to the post office, they happened to come across a diligence, they would hand the
letters intended for despatch in the direction the diligence was travelling, to
the conductor of the coach for. re-forwarding.
Each post office accepting letters for onward transport from these messengers
(either from them personally or through the intermediary of a diligence) provided
the letters with the appropriate route mark impression. Theoretically this could
have been done by the messenger himself. However, minute ink comparisons between
local date-stamps and route marks have shown that the latter were kept at the
post office passing forward the meseenger's mail.
To simplify proceedings, all letters to be despatched by the same route received this route mark impression, even postage-free official correspondence; in
addition these route letters were stamped, from 1849, with the postmark of the
post-office having accepted them for onward transport. It was not the post office
that was taken as the starting point for the fixing of the distance zone but the
messenger route or the point at which the mail was handed to a diligence.
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Thus, the route mark served to indicate the origin of the letter and the star
-ing point required for fixing the charge. This was all the more important because in the period preceding the introduction of the Postage Rate Act of 1862
(which for the first time provided for a surcharge on unprepaid letters) a great
number of letters were posted unprepaid, although postage stamps did exist. Consequently it was up to the post-office of destination to add together the charges
indicated on the letter (according to the distance zones and weight) and to collect the amount from the addressee. When distance zones were done away with and
numerous new post-offices were opened, route marks became redundant.
The above-mentioned Postage Rate Act of 1862 provided for only two distance
zones for letters, which are still valid to date: the local zone (within a 10 km.
radius from each post-office), and the rest of Switzerland.
The introduction of a surcharge on unprepaid letters and of a denser postoffice network offer a good exolanation for the disappearance of route marks.
Official rulings and other references to the introduction, use and abolition of
these route marks are, unfortunately, not to be found in postal and cantonal archives. Our findings are, therefore, not supported by official ordinances, but
only by examination of letter material.
The route and messenger marks can be considered the predecessors of the present railway post-office marks.
2. Types of route marks
(a) On long diligence routes with no intermediary post-offices the diligence acted as a
'travelling post-office', where letters could be
posted for onward transport via the nearest postoffice, this latter providing them with the
appropriate route mark. The post-office of Bul
for instance, used the mark 'Route de Bulle' on
letters which had been handed to the diligence
plying between Fribourg and Bulle.

RTES !Gorr '

)

ILEUCK,W2 (IF

On some routes two different marks were used:
(I'1)
to Valais
on the route Bern-Murten-Lausanne, for instance,
the letters handed to the diligence between Bern
and Payerne received the mark 'Rte de Morat',
while the correspondence accepted between Payerne
(lg 4)
and Lausanne was marked 'Rte de Lausanne'.
(b) Foot and mounted messenger route marks
'Rte de Bulle A Chatel','Rte Charmey',
'Dornach', 'Eriswyl', 'Planfayon', 'Tavel',
'Treyvaux', 'Bezirk Kulm', t Ruederbot',(messenger - 'Bote' - of Ruederswil & environs),
'Churer-Bot'(route Chur-Zurich, known from
1802), 'Biebersteiner-Bott', 'Reinach-Bott',
(p42
'Birrwyler-Bote', 'Stafelbachbott'• (Bott'
is dialectal for 'Rote'.
Newly discovered marks
From 1845 to 1855, to cite a different
example, a messenger from Nyon was in charge
of letter delivery and collection in the neighbouring villages of Crassier, Beg
nins and Gingins. This messenger stamped the letters handed to him by means of
the round local date-stamps, in the three localities.
(c) Valle route marks, used by the pest-offices of foot or mounted messenger
routes.and, later, of the diligence routes: 'Obwalden', 'Valley', 'Bergell',
'Davos', 'Domlesk', 'Engadin', 'Goms', 'Heinzenberg', 'Kleinthal Ct. Glarus',
'Leventina', 'Mesocco', 'Muensterthal', '0berengadin', 'Oberhasli', 'Oberland',
'Obersimmenthal', 'Ober-Toggenburg', 'Schanfigg', 'Simmenthal', 'Singine',
'Toggenburg', 'Unterengadin', 'Urneren', 'Val de Ruz', 'Le Vuilly' etc. The lastmentioned mark was used for the letters handed to the messenger between Murten and
the localities on the opposite shore of the Lake of Murten. In low-water periods
the messenger had to perform his round on foot, while at high-water he used a row
-ing boat. The last messenger perished as a victim of a storm in 1832, while returning to Murten in his boat.
(d) Contrary to the affirmation of J.J. Winkler in the latest issue of his
catalogue, route marks were in use in all cantons of Switzerland, including Canton
Valais. You will find, enclosed, reproductions of six recently discovered route

ROUT

CONKS

•

0
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1. Anti-Malaria campaign
2. Propaganda stamps
3. Internat. Motor Show
4. Malaria Exhibition
5. Pro Patria
6. ) Swissair Flight
7. ) to West Africa
8. Telecommunications Bldg
9. Philatelic Exhibition
10. TEE Trains
11. Rowing Centre Rotsee

12. Jungfraujoch Rly Jubilee
13. Europa (CEPT)
14. World Rowing Championships
15.
16. Philatelic Museum
17. 100th Mtn Shooting
Contest
18. Regiophil Exhibition
19. Day of the Stamp
20. Internat.Travel Conference
21. Pro Juventute

ROUTE MARKS OF SWITZERLAND (Continued from Page 6.)
marks which have not yet been catalogued or published. Four of them come from the
Valais;
1. 'Rte St. Gotthard', to be found from 1849 onwards on letters intended for the
60,711/areneestobValaie.
Handed to the diligence on the route Altdorf-Andermatt. Very rare!
2. 'Leuck Rte' - 1815/1816 on letters posted at Leuk and carried by messenger over
the Gemmi Pass to Kandersteg for onward transport. The Gemmi messenger route was
put in service in 1810 when the Valais had to be ceded to France, and it was discontinued in 1816, one year after this canton rejoined Switzerland.
3. 'Route Valais', to be found on letters forwarded from the Valais to Geneva by
way of the Chablais district (Savoy), via Evian-Thonon. The only known marks
from this route date from 1815.
4. 'Rte de Fribourg', on letters posted in 1844 on the route Bern-NeueneggFribourg. This mark was unknown before 1960.
5• 'Route' on letters of the diligence route Brig-Simplon Domodossola, posted in
1949.
6. 'Conches', 1848, on letters carried by the Goms messenger between Brig and
Gletsch. Conches is French for Goms.
H. GRASS
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will be held at THE KINGSWAY HALL (Room 31),
Kingsway, London dP. C, 2. on WEDNESDAY, 10th APRIL, 1962, at 6.45 p.m.

In order to give members plenty of time in which to prepare their entries for
the Cup Competition, we are publishing the Rules below and hope there will be a
large number of entries. The names of the Adjudicators will be published next
month.

RULES

1. The Competition shall be held annually at a date determined by the Committee of
the Helvetia P.S. as a display of album leaves from collections of Swiss stamps
owned by members of the Society. The display shall be held at a meeting of the
London Group but shall be open to all members of the Society, wherever resident.
2. Competitors shall enter not less than S I X and not more than T E N sheets,
comprising any postage stamps, charity, airmail, special, postage dues, official
or any other items, miniature sheets, semi-postal issues (such as hotel, soldier
stamps, airmail labels etc.), entrres, flown covers, postal stationery etc. issued
in Switzerland. (Note: Thematic entries will not be excluded although many judges
find difficulty in assessing these in comparison with other more philatelic mater.
(ial
3. Entries sent by post should be packed carefully & despatched by Registered Mail
and must be in the hands of the Competition Organiser, the Hon. Secretary of
the Society: Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley, 32, Ethelbert Gardens, Gants Hill, Ilford, Essex,
not later than Monday; 8 th Apr il. Members attending the meeting may, of course,
bring their entries along on the night.

4. All entries will be fully covered by insurance during the period from receipt
to return to their owners.
5. A JURY appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia P.S. shall judge the entries
and award the HELVETIA SILVER CUP to the owner of the entry which they shall
select as the most worthy. In addition a consolation prize will be presented to
the runner-up.

6. Entries shall be judged by a system of points based on the following headings;
a General Philatelic Interest
.. 25 c Writing up & arrangement .. 25
b Originality (including research) .. 25 (d) Condition (catalogue
value to be ignored)
.. 25
7. The Helvetia Silver Cup, awarded annually, shall remain in the possession of the
winner for 11 months following the award and then be returned to the Organiser
named by the Committee. The Cup shall then be awarded to the next winner, but if
the same person wins 3 successive Annual Cup Competitions, the Cup shall become his
or her property & the Committee shall provide a new Cup for the Competition.
HAVING JUST ACQUIRED ONE OF THE LEADING CÜLLECTIONS OF

SWISS

CLASSICS

IN BRITAIN, I SHALL BE PLEASED TO SUBMIT SOME OF THIS RARELY
SEEN MATERIAL, AGAINST SUITABLE REFERENCES
Among the Many Items Available are:
1843 ZURICH 4-Vertical on Cover
1848 GENEVA stationery, cut-out,
1843 ZURICH 4 & ZURICH 6, the rare
Luxury used
Reprints
1850 NEUCHATEL on Cover
1843 DOUBLE GENEVA, left half, fine used
1849/50 VAUD 4 Luxury copy with
1843 GENEVA Small Eagle, choice of several
insignificant repair
1847 GENEVA Large Eagles, on & off Cover
1850 VAUD 5 Rare Double Print on Cover
1848 GENEVA Dark Green Eagle, superb on
1850 WINTERTHUR PAIR on Cover with rare
Cover
Federal Grille Postmark
ORTSPOST, POSTE LOCALES, RAYONS - WITH MANY COVERS, PAIRS, STRIPS; RECONSTRUCTED
PLATES OF RAYONS I, II, & III, SOME BISECTS AND MIXED FRANKINGS ON COVER AND A
SUPERB SELECTION OF STRUBELS.
DO NOT MISS THIS EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY TO ACQUIRE SUCH MATERIAL !!
S T A M P E X
1 9 6 3 - STANDS 44 & 45. As every year I look forward to meet
-ing members of the Society between MARCH 15th-23rd. I shall be glad to discuss
your 'Swiss' problems and show you some of the rare and unusual material available.
I shall also exhibit the NEWLY DISCOVERED SWISS HOTEL POST STAMP OF 1899, HIICH HAS
NEVER BEEN SHOWN BEFORE!
BPA, PTS
H. L. K A T C H E R
A.S.D.A
d London, N.W.8. (Tel: JUNiper 0616

_

)
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PART I
(Note: The following article has already appeared in the S.P.A. of U.S.A., and in
'The Swiss Philatelist'. Nevertheless, it affords such valuable aid on the problems connected with this issue that we feel certain members who missed seeing it
before will welcome it and we are grateful to the Author for permission to reprint)
In our hobby the scope of collecting is so broad that a collector sometimes
just does not know how far he should go or what to collect. Some go into topicals
(thematics), others into certain groups such as stamps of army occupations, or
stampless or first day covers; others collect only mint, others only used, while
some collect just about everything under the sun.
Some are, of course, very serious philatelists and buy only the best classic
material, as an investment. Unfortunately - not many can do this, although some will
go a little further than usual and purchase just the one or two missing stamps to
fill a set or group, even if we pay a great deal for them. No matter what kind of
stamps we collect we can set up a good and pleasing page to satisfy our own individual taste and/or ideas. The trend in general is towards the postage stamp and
while we are looking for material which we still need we pass other groups of
stamps and do not give a thought to them.
Sometimes we HAVE to pay for this stamp, even if it's against our wishes,
because our good friend on his vacation forgot to affix the right postage on the
postcard to tell you "I wish you were here". Yes, your guess is right. I am
thinking about postage due stamps. I am sure that most collectors do not know
much about them; on the other hand we know practically everything about the postage stamps.
How much do we really know about postage due stamps? To my recollection
France was the first country to issue due stamps, in 1859. Switzerland issued its
first postage due stamp in 1878 and was the 11th nation to use them. As I am a
very ardent Swiss stamp collector I would like to give you an outline of the
procedure of the printing of their postage dues.
The stamps are in some ways a very complicated and difficult group to collect,
especially if we have to use the Zumstein catalogue, published in German. First
we know the printing equipment in the 19th century was somewhat in its infancy, as
well as the manufacture of the paper, and certain ingredients used for the colours.
The work in those days was slow and hard and it is very surprising to see so many
splendidly printed stamps issued by different countries at that time.
As we will find later on, Switzerland did have her share of trouble in the
printing of the postage due stamps, not only because of the complications of the
different printings (34 to be exact in a span of 31 years from 1878 to 1909), but
because of the printing equipment used at that time, which improved later on.
Another difficulty is to pick the different types from a dealer's small stock;
there are not enough varieties to choose from, and to my way of thinking, this is
the main trouble in collecting the postage due stamps of Switzerland.
As early as 1850 the Swiss Postal Authorities sent out circulars and notices
to the different post offices, notifying them that all mail, especially letters,
must have affixed by the sender a regularly issued postage stamp; this arrangement was very slow in being accepted by the public in general. In fact, it was
resented by some as an insult to the recipient of the letter, suggesting that by
affixing stamps and pre-paying the postage, one considered the recipient of the
letter unable to pay for it on receipt. Still, a large number of letters were
sent without postage stamps $ as ordered, they were just dropped into the mailbox.
In 1863 the Postal Authorities were toying with the idea of printing
'STRAFMARKEN' (penalty stamps), which we to-day call postage due stamps. Eventually
in April 1878, a decree was passed to print a sot of 8 different valuesof stamps
for this purpose, with strict provision that these stamps COULD NOT BE SOLD to the
public, and that these stamps must only be affixed, by a postal employee, to the
letter or parcel with insufficient postage, the amount to bo collected from the
recipient.
With this decision we also come to the end of the stampless cover period in
Switzerland. Naturally all official communications and Military Mail and parcels
up to 2 kg. from and to the Military units wore excepted from postage due, and
still are today.
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DUE STAMPS (Cont.
Hon. Sec. A. Gullis
The Postal Authorities ordered the set of
3, Bowood Road, ELLAND, Yorks.
eight, different stamps in the following valOn Feb.2nd the group considered
ues: 1,2,5,10,20,50,100 & 500 c. & on 9
Sept. 1878 a 3 c. was added to the set, but those two often neglected issues of
the 'Helvetia Bust' & 'Helvetia with
was not used until 31 January, 1880.
Sword'. Mr. Robortshaw acted as DisAs these stamps were originally designed cussion Leader & presented a most infor postage due there was a special resolut- formative paper. Members Heaps, Tyreion passed on 16th Dec. 1878, that the 500 c. man, Eastwood, Ritchie & Moore co-epstamp could also be used for the franking of crated with M.r. Robertshâw in a comlarge and heavy parcels, BUT the stamps still prehensive display which began with
had to be affixed by the Postmaster or an
the colour trials of both designs, and
employee of the post-office. In the early
included all types, varieties & shades,
part of 1884 this privilege was temporarily all papers and overprints, with severwithdrawn. Then on 10 Dec. 1884 it was
al 'side-lines' such as tete-beche and
again permitted on parcels until 15 July,
;booklet stamps.
1893, from when onwards the 500 a. stamp
It was mildly surprising to realise
could no longer be used for postage purpose s that these two designs covered, with
intervals, a period nearly as long as
The printer of the postage due stamps was the famous 'Standing Helvetia'. L.N.
Stgmpfli & Co., Bern, from 1878 - 1906 and
from the latter part of 1906 the Federal
(Editor's Note: Mr. Robertshaw's
Mint in Bern took over the work. The designt paper will be published in a later
er and engraver was Durussel, also of Bern, issue of the H.N.L.)
and the printing of the stamps was by the
LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec.Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley
typograph process.
At the February meeting the guest of
The stamps were without the usual word
honour was Dr. K.Strauss, who gave a
'HELVETIA'. The idea was to get a clear
talk & display on 'THE POSTAL HISTORY
stamp where the value figure would show up
very sharp, with several systematic lines
I OF SWITZERLAND, 15-19th CENTURIES'.
This was one of the highlights of
for the frame-work, with a round band with- !
the season & members were treated to
in the frame. In this band are 22 white
the finest display of pre-stamp covstars, representing the 22 cantons of the
Federation. In the empty field between the ers ever seen. Many were extremely
rare items, ranging from two merchants'
outer circle line and the frame corners a
winged wheel was enclosed. The value of the letters of 1458 & 1459 to a letter
signed by Gen. Schauenburg, French
individual stamp shows only a plain figure
Commander-in-Chief of the Northern
without monetary letters. (To be continued
Army during the period of French
*** * *X** ) y***'.'..******* ** ***** 3 ** *** * *** Occupation.
Dr. Strauss has kindly made his
notes
available & a fuller account on
N 0 T
B U Y
W H Y
A T
this fascinating subject will be given
in a later issue, for the benefit of
members generally.
In addition an album of Cantonal,
Transitional, early Federal &Strubeli
stamps was shown, superb examples
mainly on cover, & a most interesting
number of bisected stamps. Altogether
an unforgettable evening.
WANT LISTS
RARITIES ...
Wherever you reside in Groat BritNEW ISSUES
ain, selections of Swiss stamps from
EUROPE
CATALOGUES
my extensive stock are available for
inspection.
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN
SPECIALISED
I welcome enquiries from Helvetia
members for all types of material ..
including Covers, Airmails, Miniature
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG
Sheets, Varieties etc., and all stamp
EXPERTISING DEPARTMENT
issues.
Send NOW to
)

f

i

)

-

\T

I

s

...

ZUMSTEIN & CIE, Propr. Hertsch & Co.
Postfach 1291
BERNE 2.
(Switzerland)

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme
Morecambe, - Lanes.

PRESIDENT;

\-llLA7EA,

Edward H. SPIRO
R .P.S..L.

NEWS
Hon. Treasurers
MR. A.J. HARDING,
31, Somerset Way,
Ivor, Bucks.

Hon. Secretary & Editor;
MILS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Gants Hill, Ilford, Essex.
MARCH

Hon.Exchanga Pkt. Supt®
SIR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham, Reading.
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The Series, to be issued on 21st March, will this year consist of 6 stamps;
5 c.
YEARS_ OF THE SWISS BOY SCOUT LEAGUE 1913-1963; From modest beginnings
the Swiss Boy Scout League has developed into a movement covering the whole
country; it has 41,000 active members and has rendered valuable services.
10 c. 10 YEARS OF THE SWISS ALPINE CLUB S 1863-1963; Spurred by love for ,their
native mountains and a desire to make the Alpine scenery more accessible
to the large mountain climbing fraternity, 35 mountaineering enthusiasts
gathered at Olten in 1863 in order to found the Swiss Alpine Club.
20 c.
0 YEARS OF THE IMTSCHBERG RAILWAY 1913-1963; Completed on 15th July 1913
the Latschberg tunnel took 5- years to build and is 14,605 metres long.
This new link to the Simplon line afforded a valuable second railway line
traversing the Alps from north to south.
30 c. FAO - World ca_oign to f i ht hunger; The U.N. Food & Agricultural Organ_
isation FAO in Rome recommended its member nations to support the world
campaign to fight hunger by the issue of special postage stamps.
5 0 c. 100 YEARS OF THE RED CROSS, 1863-1963: Horrified by the carnage at the
Battle of Solferino in 1850, Henri Dunant sought a way to alleviate the
suffering of grounded soldiers and civilian population directly affected by
warfare and this led to the founding of the Red Cross in 1863.
50 c. At the suggestion of the U.S. Postmaster"General a Conference for the
regulation of the international exchange of mail was held in Paris from
11th May to 8th June 1863. 13 countries, including Switzerland, were represented at the Conference and led to the founding of the U.P.U. in 1874
Details of production are as follows;
5 c. Boy Scout - blue-grey/dk red/brown - Designer; Eric Poncy, Grange-Canal
10 c. SAC Club Emblem - dk grn/grey/red - Designer; Herbert Auchil, Bern.
(GE.
20 c. Luegelkinn viaduct - rod/brown/grn-grey - Designer; Hans Thdni, Bern.
30 c. 3 Ears of whoat - green/yell.brn/yell. - Designers; Eugen & Max Lenz, Zurich
50 c. Red Cross Jubilee emblem - blue/silver/red - Designer; Walter Baumberger,
Zollikerberg, ZH.
50 c. Hotel des Postes, Paris - grey/lt red/gm/yell. - Designer; Hans Hartmann
(Bern
Stamp Size; 36 x 27 mm. (32.5 x 22.5 mm.) Paper: White, with red & blue fibres
Printinm:
Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A. Shoots: 4 sheets of 25, A,B,C,D.
First day covers will be available for each of the 6 stamps at a cost of
30 c. + stamp, or with the complete set at Fr. 2.15. A special first day cancel
will be used on 21st March consisting of an ornamental scroll.
To mark the 100th anniversary of the Red Cross, a MINIATURE SHEET consist
ing of 4 x 50c. Red Cross stamps, but in light & dark blue, silver & red,
Part of the funds will
(Fr.2 + Fr.l _ Fr.3) will also bo issued on 21st March.
be used for an International Red Cross exhibition, including a display of Red
Cross stamps from all over the world, to be held at the 'Palais dos :exhibitions'
in Geneva from 15th Aug. - 15th Sept.
Stamp design; Walter Baumberger, Zurich Block design; Hans Tani, Bern
100 x 80 mm. (Imperforate) Printings Photogravure by Courvoisier
Block sizes
Impression; 'Sheets of 20 numbered blocks, only obtainable in single out blocks,
or in series of cut blocks 1-20 at Fr. 60.
A first day cover will be issued with the same cancellation as for the
stamps. Stamps cut from the miniature sheet will be valid for postage.
,
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D_, STAMPS
A ST JDY OF T E POSTAGE
THE DIE. The original die used
Part II
Bys John M. Schemacher

for the first printing in 1878
From the centre
was the 1 cts,
of the inner circle out there
are 80 rays or lines of different lengths to the star band,
with a plain '1' which was added
by a special printing process
after the stamp was printed.
As the rays in the centre
of the stamp caused too much
trouble, such as being a solid
colour or reaching into the frame
-work so that the value figure
did not show up clear enough,
the Postal Authorities decided
to remove these rays by grinding
the lines out, making the centre
The short
area an open blank.
lines crossing the inner circle
line are the remnants left from
the longer ray lines after grind
ing.
This procedure was very
satisfactory and all dies on hand
were repaired in the same way
before printing the other values
so that only the 1 c. has the
rays in the background.
It took the printing office
three different printings to

-

,

Type II
The 1st
complete the first order.
printing consisted of the 1 c. only.
The most urgently needed values were
the 5, 10 & 30 C., which required all
of the 2nd and part of the 3rd printing. The 2,3, 20, 10Q&500 c. stamps
were also printed in the 3rd printing.
This completed the first order and
the Postal Authorities accepted the
following postage due stamps from
St,mpfli & Co. s1,362,675 copies
1 et.
"
2 cts. 1,548,850
"
3 cts.
392,650

5 cts. 1,550,550
10 cts. 1,918,050
If
20 cts. 1,915,350
50 cts. 1,541,225
100 cts. 1,785,825
500 cts.
576,225
a total of 12,541,400 copies at
Sw.Fr.6,143,848925• It is very
interesting to note in this printing
we find 1,548,850 copies of the 2 cts
which were never reprinted in this
design.
The next instalment will deal with
the control and watermarks.

(To be continued
ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION - 10TH APRIL

i

SWITZERLAN

Specialists & advanced i
collectors everywhere i
know that We carry an
unparalleled stock of !
Swiss material among .
which they can always
find items of great
interest.
There are, however, many more
collectors who have not yet reached
this stage of collecting and our
i stock is fully equipped to deal with i
i the simplest Wants List as well as
the most intricate request.
ir
If you feel inclined to enlarge
I
your present Swiss Collection, I
shall be very pleased to advise you
i how.best to proceed-in this. Please i
i consult me or my staff at address 'below: i
A word of 'Thanks' to all those
Members of the Society who called
to see us on our stand at 'Stampex'
I look forward to renewing and mak- i .
iag new acquaintances at next year's i

i

Show.
BP
A
PTS

I l < T-FR A

,
HTHE
AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD S
151, Park Road,
Di
London, N.V.8.
A i
Telephones JUNiper 0616)
r
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THE RAYO\ ISSUES n \D THE H= RAM NG OF TF E CROSS
by Andre Nussbaum, of Basle
(EDITOR'S NOTE:

Our Member, Herr Nussbaum, is an official Expert of the Swiss
Philatelic Federation and an acknowledged authority on the
early issues of Switzerland )

In the 'Helvetia News Letter' of December 1959 Mr. Laurence Moore
tackled the very thorny problem of the origin of the framed and unframed crosses
on the 'Ortspost', 'Poste Locale' and 'Rayons'.
His paper was supported by a
display of actual stamps at the Swiss P.T.T., Exhibition in London and also in
his winning entry in the Helvetia Cup Competition, and members should be grateful
that he endeavoured to explain this complicated question in a manner generally
comprehensible to all.
Lt.-Col. J.D. Blyth later disagreed with Mr. Moore on several fundamental
points, and readers might have been puzzled at this difference of opinion between
two experienced collectors.
I think that Col. Blyth, with his early experience
of the lithographic process, was absolutely right from a purely technological
viewpoint, but as I hope to show, there were other considerationsapart from those
of printing techniques; for instance, the question of the heraldic error, the
possibility of the faulty distribution of certain sheets, and, of course, always
artistic considerations.
Let us first, therefore,remind ourselves how de Reuterskiold & Mirabaud,
in their standard work, 'THE POSTAGE STAMPS OF SWITZERLAND 1843 - 1862', saw the
sequence of the framed and unframed stamps.
At first, no frame; then the lines
around the cross were marked on the stones, but finally the lines were erased.
Evidence:
1. The fact that some of the many colour trials in the Federal archives show the frame lines.
2. The attempted erasing of the frame lines is apparent from the traces left on certain stamps, particularly on the Rayon II yellow
and the Rayon I" light blue. 3. Rayon I dark blue and Rayon I light blue were
from the same stones.
4. The dark blue, at first without, but later with frame.
5. After the early printings of the light blue, the frame lines were removed.
However, later research has brought forth other conclusions. Zumstein,
for instance, lists the three issues as follows:
Rayon I light blue
Kwon II ellow
Rayon I dark blue
With frame
With frame
With frame
Without frame
Without frame
Without frame
in other words, the same sequence for all three issues.
Mueller, with a more detailed and authoritative listing, including
identification of the different stones, differs from Zumstein only a little. He
agrees on the Rayon I dark blue and the Rayon II yellow, but reverses the order
of the Rayon I light blue, which, he suggests appeared first without and later
with the frame line.
So who is right now? The solution to the problem might well be found in
the difference between the two catalogues, but if the leading Swiss publishers
differ, small wonder that your two British experts failed to agree.
The greatest authority on these debatable issues, was undoubtedly Dr.
Munk, who conducted long and thorough research into the whole of Durheim's work,
and who has published his findings in several books on the subject.hile he
deals with all aspects of the production of the whole series, with special studies of the different stones and the identification of the 40 types, I feel that it
would help to bring out the position of the framing of the cross if we examined
his references to this particular problem as outlined in his "Neue Wege zur
Erforschung der eidgenJssischen Ausgaben 1850 f.f. im Kreuzmuster" and in the
French translation, "Etude sur les premieres emissions federales de 1850/51", so
far as it is possible to translate the true sense of his argument into English.
There has never, to my knowledge, been any English translation, and as even the
original German (and French) texts are by no means easy reading material, except
to those with a fairly good knowledge of the lithographic process, the translator
begs the indulgence of the reader for any passages which might still appear rathe r
obscure.
In the next instalment we will begin to examine the relevant points
( to be continued)
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A REMINDER from the Treasurers
Do you know that at the moment there
are
renewal subscriptions - due 1st
??
??
??
JAN. 1
still unpaid ??
If yours is one of them will you be
good enough to remit promptly
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YORKS LANCS GROUP: Hon.Secs A. Gullis ,
3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks.

The Group's Annual Competition was
held on March 2nd, when 8 entries were
displayed, covering a wide range of
Swiss philately. Judging was by popular vote, and the 'Highsted' Cup was
ANNUAL
CUP
COMPETITION
won by Mr.L.Moore « A near second was
Mr.R.A. Hoyle, and an entry by Dr.G.G.
We are all set for this event - and
Ritchie gained third place.
have pleasure in announcing that our
In the Annual Competition of the
Adjudicators will be Mr. M. Uehlinger and
Halifax
Philatelic Society Group-MemMr. W.J. Allen (of Leytonstone P.S.)
ber
G.E.ileman
won the President's
- BUT IS YOUR ENTRY READY YET ?? ??
Cup
and
Mr.R.A.Hoyle
came in third.
Those being sent by post must reach
Both
these
with
Swiss
entries
- ' Floreat
the Organising Secretary by Monday, 8th
Helvetica'.
L.M.
April, see Rules in February issue.
Those attending may bring theirs along on THE PHILATELIC CONGRESS OF GT. BRITAIN
WEDNESDAY, 10TH APRIL.
this year will be held at Scarborough
in
June. Many of our members will be
This is our 'Exhibition Night' so come
working
very hard during the next few
along - with or without an entry - and
weeks
on
preparations for this event.
see what other Members collect.
Amongst other things will be a Swiss
Study Circle - a challenge our enthusLONDON GROUP MEETING:
iastic Group Members could not resistThere was a record attendance of
and we send them our very best wishes
members, wives and friends at the March
for an outstandingly successful Conmeeting, when Mr. A.J. Harding provided
gress and for their efforts to promote
a varied programme of Swiss films. These
interest in the stamps of Switzerland.
included one on the making of Emmentaler
Ed .
cheese; 'Shes on Skis' - a winter-sport
'A PROPOS ALTSCHWEIZ '
film (to remind us of the snow to which
The series of interesting articles
we have just said farewell); the Schynige
on
outstanding
examples of Swiss Class
Platte Alpine Garden, and two films on
-ics,
published
in the 'Schweizer
some of Switzerland's favourite beauty
Briefmarken-Zeitung'
under' the above
spots: Lugano, Locarno, Montreux, Arosa ,
title,
has
been
issued
as a bound book
Interlaken, St.Moritz and the Bernese
-let,
and
a
copy
has
been
added to the
Oberland. Also shown was the PTT film
Library.
The
text
is
in
German.
on the production of engraved stamps.

W H Y

••

Of interest to postmark collectors
is the small 'ORTSVERZEICHNIS' (Direct
ory of Place Names), published each
year by the PTT. The 1963 edition,
covering 7000 names and indicating
connections with postal, telegraph and
telephone services etc., will be published on 26th May at 70 centimes.
Orders may be placed with the P.T.T.
from March onwards,

N 0 T

JVSTEIN i S
RARITIES ... WANT LISTS
NEW ISSUES
CATALOGUES

EUROPE

SWITZERLAND/LEICHTH STEIN
SPECIALISED
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG
EXPERTISING DEPARTMENT

ZUMSTEIN & CIE, Propr. Hertsch & Co.
Postfach 1291

BERNE 2.
(Switzerland )

V A R I E T Y
is the spice of life, or so
'tis said
The inclusion of some of the
interesting varieties to be found
on Swiss stamps will enhance the
appearance of your collection.
Or a new side-line will also
add variety to your displays. There
are many to be founds Postal history
First-day and Flight covers, Postmarks, etc.
I will be happy to advise
clients and to send selections of
material on approval.

S .S. AR V ST RON

14 Low Lane, Torrisholmc, Morecambe
Lanes .

Edward H. SPIRO
R .P.S.,L.

Hon. Treasurer
MR. A.J. HARDING,
31, Somerset Way,
:

Ivor, Bucks.
No. 4

Hon. Secretary & Editor:
MRS. E.J'. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Cants . Hill, Ilford, Esséx.
APRIL

1963

Hon.Exchange Pkt. Su
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham Readingm .....:........
17TH YEAR

A\\UACUP COMPFTTION

This event was held on April 10th and was attended by an almost record
number of members, who held an informal meeting during the judging and discussed
a variety of matters, including suggestions for the next season's programme.
Entries totalled 14 and since these comprised some 140 sheets, they provided
a quite formidable task for the adjudicators, Mr. W.J. Allen and MIr. M. Uehlinger.
Finally the results were announced as follows:
.w.

CUP WINNER: MR. L. MOORE of Leeds, for an unusual entry on 'MIXED FRANKINGS' covers and items on piece showing 'Strubelis' used in
conjunction with 'Sitting Helvetia Perf.' The material was well
mounted and written up to explain the reasons (or possible ones)
for the use of the stamps. Among the items was one for 'Nachnahme'
(C.O.D.) amounting to Fr. 1.05, but bearing only a 2 Rp. 'Strubel'
and 10c. perforated stamp, posing the question: was the 2 Rp. used
in error for the 1 Fr. stamp which was also grey?
RUNNER-UP: MR. P. TURTON of Leatherhead, Surrey, for an outstanding entry of
the 'Strubeli' stamps in remarkable condition.
Included were some finely postmarked blocks of 4 - not very usual
items in this series; a superb cover bearing 5 x 2 Rp. light grey,
so perfect that they might have been issued yesterday, and a 5 Rp.
'bisect' used on a mourning envelope.
As regards the remaining entries the judges were so impressed by the generally high standard that they did not feel they could single out any particular
ones for special commendation. Subjects covered were Pre-Stamp Covers, Cantonals
& early Federal issues, Sitting Helvetia Perf., Standing Helvetia, U.P.U. 1900
(2), Small Landscapes, Pro Juventute (3), Hotel Posts and a 'Swiss Tour'.
Commenting on the entries Mr. Allen said that although he had acted as
adjudicator on several occasions, this was the first time it had been a one
country competition. He had thought this might have made the task easier, but
the varied subjects covered by the entries had shown him that this was not the
case.
In judging competition entries what he looked for in particular was a theme
which linked the sheets and showed some thought in putting it together. The even
allocation of 25 marks under each heading he had also found difficult, particularly 'Condition' when one was dealing with mint, used, covers and postmarks.
'Originality including research' was also a difficulty, since it is hard these
days to find any subject which has not been dealt with in some way previously.
Mr. Uehlinger endorsed Mr. Allen's remarks and then proceeded to give some
constructive criticism on the entries - while hoping he would not make too many
enemies thereby! He felt that since the Society is a specialist one, the entries
should be judged chiefly on their philatelic merit, and to comment on some of the
points they had taken into consideration might help competitors on future occasins.
The Chairman, Er. E.C. Slate, thanked both the adjudicators for undertaking
the task and felt sure that those who were among the 'also raps' this time would
He presented the 'Runner-up' prize, a
profit from the friendly advice given.
Turton.
The
Cup
will
be
forwarded to Er. Moore. Members then
stock-book, to Mr.
proceeded to study the entries.
The next London Group Meeting - the last of the present season - will be
held on Wednesday, May 8th - the subject: Postmarks before 1900.
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QUANTITIES
ISSUED
The P.T.T. have given the following
figures:
1941 Historical Series:
50c.
55,984,000 1 Fr.
96,582,000
60c.
114,857,000 1.20
64,319,000
70o.
20,188,000 1.50
36,18 6,000
80c.
58,731,000 2 Fr.
44,392,000
90o.
147,363,000
Lands
194 9

!ROUTE MARKS OF

APRIL 1963.
SWITZERLAND

!We have been advised by the P.T.T. of a
!slight error in their letter on this sub
-jest - published in our February issue:
i "Rte St. Gotthard: to be found from 1849
onwards on letters intended for the
Valais. They were handed to the diligence on the route Altdorf-Andermatt.
!
The word 'Valais' is, of course, out
of place here. It should be replaced by
i'localities on the St.Gotthard road and
!beyond."
Will members please amend their copies
!

30.
1,490,000 300.
215,094,000
935,524,000 35c.
12,965,000
50.
100. 2209,363,000 40c.
307,807,000
150. 33,662,000 50c.
58,001,000
20c. 1558,240,000 60c.
1 78,773,000
25c. 130,360,000 70c. 22,116,000
Landsca_•e & Industr - Tete-beche pairs: NEW ISSUE FOR LIECHTENSTEIN
c.:93,0prs2c.5,0prs
On 3rd April the following stamp was
10c.
536,000 "
issued to mark the Silver Jubilee of the
1961 Europa Issue:
reign of H.H. Prince Franz Josef II of
30c.
21,233,000
21,217,000 Liechtenstein°
50c.
1962 Publicity Issue:
Value: 5 Fr. - Portrait of the Prince
11,968,736
20c.
5c.
1 2, 254,481
(grey-green)
100.
25,063,982
50c.
3 9 687 9 131
Designer:
Prof.
Josef
Seger,
Vienna
1962 Pro Patria Issue:
Prof.
Hans
Ranzioni,
Vienna
;Engraver:
5+ 5o. 3,054,119 30+10c. 1,977,726
!Process:
Copper
engraving
by
Austrian
10+100. 5,306 9 649 50+100. 2 9 071 9 278
State Printery, Vienna
20+10c. 4,387,077
1962 Service Stamps OMS with over grin
Printed on white paper in unnumbered
'ERADICATION DU P1LUDISMEE'
isheets of 8 stamps.
50c.
552,089
The first-day cancellation had the
1962 Service Stamps ONU with overprint !initials
'F.J.L.' in centre and 'Vaduz 'NATIONS UNIES MUSEE PHILATELIQUE
i
3 April, 1963.3C
566,066
10c.
540,087
50c.
539,086
300.
60c.
5352 116

1

\ A

A few S W I S S offers for Award Winning Collections
1850 VAUD 5, DOUBLE PRINT (upper third of stamp) ON COVER. Very few exist thus
and we know of only one other copy on Cover. Hunziker Certificate pronounces
the stamp as 'fresh and absolutely faultless"
..
..
.. £ 375

1862/67

SITTING HELVETIA 10 c. blue (Z. No. 311, SG. No. 91a). DOUBLE EMBOSSING
(one inverted). Only a handful of copies known. Moser-R,z Certificate
states: "fresh colour, clear double embossing, lightly cancelled. Upper
left corner perf is missing and perforation somewhat irregular at bottom
left but a fine examp le of this ve ry rare variet y ".
.. E 275
.•
1940 PRO JUVENTUTE 5 c. Mint (Gottfried Keller). Date 1818 instead of 1819. Only
.. £ 150
..
a few copies known - one of the rarest modern errors

(1)
HOTEL POST ENGADINERROF ST. MORITZ

All material offered
here is subject unsold.
Collectors contemplating
exhibiting their Swiss
stamps, be it on a Local,
National or International
scale, are invited to
contact me. My stock is
rich in material suitable
for such occasions

The only known copy, recently discovered. Issued in
1899, this unique item has remained unnoticed for 63
years. The stamp is faultless and neatly affixed to
a postcard from St. Moritz to Bordighera (Italy). The
postcard carries St. Moritz-Bad postmark, Chiavenna
transit mark and Bordighera arrival mark. It has been
noted for inclusion in future editions of the Amateur
Collector Catalogue & the Zumstein Specialised Catalogue. For further details see article by L.N. and M.
Williams ("Swiss Philatelist" No.35/36 and December
1962 "Stamp Magazine").
Price on request

H.L. KATCHER
A.S.D.A.
(The Amateur Collector Limited)
151, Park Road, St.John's Wood, London N.W.8. (Tel: JUNiper 0616)

BPA., PTS.
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The subject of the talk and display given by Dr. K. Strauss at the February
meeting: THE POSTAL HISTORY OF SWITZERLAND FROM THE 15th to 19th CENTURIES, not
only gave those members present an opportunity to see a magnificent selection of
early Swiss covers, but also provided a historical background to a subject which
is becoming more keenly appreciated.
The earliest known letters were private ones, usually from merchant bankers
and were carried by personal messengers from, for example, townsin Switzerland to
towns in Italy. Two very early examples were shown, dated 1458 and 1459. These
bore no marks of origin, but merely a rough sketch of the merchant's shield which
hung outside his premises, as a mark of identification. This service was extended
by the merchant guilds in the 16th century, first by the Guild of St. Gallen in
1569 and later by those of other towns, to places such as Augsburg and Nuremberg,
and by 1575 included Geneva and Lyons. At first runners and mounted messengers
were employed until the introduction of coaches, initially between Geneva and
Lyons, to carry goods and valuables, including mail.
In Bern, Beat Fischer, Sieur de Reichenbach, established an efficient mail
service in 1675, similar to that of Thurn & Taxis in Germany, which covered the
western half of Switzerland and developed until it had connections with most major
towns and also links with towns in other countries.
On the other hand a mail service in the Grisons existed from the 16th century
under the aegis of the Messageries de Fussach, with a service from Lindau, onLake
Constance, to Milan, via Chur, the Splfigen Pass, Chiavenna and Como with connections to Zurich and Venice - the latter only once per month.
Because the rational French, following the example of England, introduced a
system of hand-stamping of letters at an early date this soon led to the request
that a similar procedure be followed by Switzerland on their letters to France.
For a very long time the oldest known handstruck stamps "DE GENEVE", indicating
the town of origin, was on a letter from Geneva to France dated 1698, but recently
a further example has been discovered in Holland, dated 1648, earlier by 50 years .
Naturally the Swiss Postal Museum would like to acquire this unique item but so
far their efforts have been unsuccessful. •
The town of Basle began to use handstruck stamps around 1724. This again
read simply "DE BASLE", but later, about 1754, mail to France bore just the
letters 'BS' (Bale Suisse) and 'BH' (Bale Helvetique) in a frame of varying shape
and several examples were shown.
The development of the postal service in Switzerland gained an impetus from
the occupation of the country by the armies of Napoleon. The old Confederation
of 13 Cantons and allied, areas was divided into 22 Cantons by redrawing some
frontiers and by creating new Cantons, such as 'WALDSTAETTEN' which comprised,
Uri, Schwyz, Unterwalden & Zug; 'SAENTIS 1 , which consisted of Northern St.Gallen
& Appenzell, and 'LINTH', formed from Southern St.Gallen & Glarus. The Grisons
became 'LA RHETIE', Tessin was split into the Cantons of 'LUGANO' and 'BELLINZONA
part of Bern became 'OBERLAND' and the area around Lausanne became 'LIMAN', all
under the title of the 'Replublique Helvetique Une et Indivisible', while on
the French border certain areas were annexed by France and incorporated in French
Idenartoments'.
A tremendous surge of administrative work on the part of the occupying fore
has left a legacy of most interesting documents, largely of an official nature,
with a wealth of postal markings, and these can be dealt with under four headings :
1.

CIVILIAN MAIL This covered all private and official correspondence except

military mail. The country was divided into 5 postal districts:
Bern - where the Fischer Post continued its administration; Basle, Zurich, St.
Gallen & Schaffhausen, where again the task of organising the services remained
with the former'mail farmers' because of the links already established with th e
Thurn & Taxis service.
In 1798 the postal headquarters was set up in Lucerne and was known as the
'Central Post Bureau', but in 1799 the seat of the Government was transferred to
Bern, as a result of which further reorganisation was carried out and the title
was changed to 'Central Post Administration'. Two types of postmarks were used,
one for the 'Central Post Bureau' from the autumn of 1798 to the early part of
1800, the other by the 'Central Post Administration' from the end of 1799 to the
summer of 1803. Both marks are oval, are known in dull red, vermillion and black s
and have in the centre the letters 'E' for 'Eingang (received) and 'V' for
'Versandl (despatched), but the dates were usually omitted. One type of the
'Administration' mark in red is extremely rare having been used for only 12 days
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THE :POSTAL HISTORY OF SWITZERLAND - (Continued)
from 30th December 1799 to 11th January 1800 9 and a very fine example was included
among the covers on display.
Another cover bore the inscription 'Extra Courier'. This was a form of Secret
Service mail between the Head, of the Government and the Cantonal Prefects, and since the communications were usually urgent and of a confidential nature, the
service was carried out by special couriers, rather than postboys, both for security and economy.
•

Under the 'Central Post Administration' the use of a departure postmark became 'compulsory, indicated by means of single-line postmarks of the same type as used by the French Post Offices in Switzerland. Instructions were also issued
that the date of receipt at the post office should be inserted before the postmark
and the date of despatch behind., e.g. 11 FRIBOURG 11 (of 1799), but this instruction was usually ignored.
A point worth noting is that on official documents the revolutionary headings
are 'Libor -to - Egalité', without 'FraternitO'!

2. ,MILITARY MAIL The mail services of the occupying armies Were completely
independent, well-organised and staffed by civilians appointed
'by the 'Administration des Postesi as required by the Army Command. A standard
type of postmark was used, e.g. 'ARMEE DE SUISSE' and the divisional number in two
lines, with - on a separate stamp - the official designation of the command. The
following army postmarks are to be found, although they are rare, being keenly
sought after by collectors of French postal history g Arm6e de Suisse, Arm6e des
Grisons, Arm6e d'Italie l Armbe du Rhin and. Armbe du Danube; divisional numbers are
1 to 10.
Among items on display, covering this section, was a letter signed by General
Schauenbourg, Commander-in-Chief. It has the rare engraved letter heading showing
Tell's son offering the apple to France, while the address side has the post-mark
'Armbe de Suisse, 4mo Div.' and the General's personal franchise postmark. It is
one of only three known examples.
3.

TERRITORIES ANNEXED BY FRANCE

4.

POSTAL FRANCHISE POSTMARKS This group, which covers the whole period of the
Helvetic Republic from 1798 to 1803, is by far

Certain areas bordering on France were annexed
and incorporated into French 'departèments',
the number of which was incorporated in the postmarks. Northwest Switzerland became the Dept. du Mont-Terrible under No.87, but was later joined to the Dept. du
Haut-Rhin under No.66, while Geneva was linked to the Dept. du Leman under Ne.99.
The district of the Valais became the Dept. du Simplon under No.127. Postmarks of
this number are particularly rare as this Dept. was in existence only from 1810 to
1813.
Other rare examples come from Carrouge which wont to the Dept, du Mont Blanc
under No.84, and Versoix to the Dept. do L'Ain under No.1, for both wore transferred to the Dept. du Leman (No.99) after a short time. Like the military mail,
examples of these Postmarks are in groat demand by French collectors.

the largest. Postal franchise was claimed by the many administrative sections
created by the new regime, to such an extent that in 1800 the Central Government
restricted its use to certain officials and government agencies, the name of which
had to be clearly stated on the letters. As a result a wealth of franchise stamps
has survived, some simple, merely a description of the office, while others incorporate elaborate designs including Tell & his son, Gessler's hat, the Fasces etc.
Following the Act of Mediation in 1803, the country was once more reorganised
this time on federal lines, under the leadership of a 'Landammann'. The first to
be appointed to this office was Louis d'Affrey and examples of his private franchise mark were shown.
The 'Central Post Administration' came to an end in the same year (1803) and
the country again became responsible for its own postal services. Some cantons
employed private contractors, others organised their own. The development of the
postal services in general were, however, handicapped by lack of a uniform policy.
Differing currencies and widely differing tariffs wore in operation at the same
time, and the services were becoming extremely chaotic by 1848 when the Federal
Constitution came into being. As from 1st January 1849 the postal services became
the responsibility of the new Confederation and wore at last unified, although it
was still some years before all the tangles wore unravelled and well into the
1850's before a uniform system was adopted throughout the whole country, so that
there is a great deal of overlapping of the various postmarks used; but during the
period between the end of the Helvetic Republic and the introduction of the Federal
(Continued on Page 20)
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THE RAYON ISSUES AND THE FRAMING 0, tie, CROSS
By Andre Nussbaum

Part II
An extract from "Etude" reads as follows: "The four original master sheets of
the Rayon 1 9 the Rayon II, the 'Ortspost' and the 'Poste Locale' all had the cross
framed from the very beginning right up to their being taken out of service. The
frame lines were drawn at the same time as the other parts of the design, and were
never erased during the whole period of use of the master sheets. If the frame
lines are missing, it was solely because they had been removed after transfer to
the printing stones."

The following, therefore, is merely a quick glance at the most important facts.
concerning the framing of the cross on the Rayon II, the two Rayon I's, the 'Ortspost' and the 'Poste Locale', although precisely in the reverse order in whioh
they were originally drawn on the master sheets.
THE RAYON II, Issued October 1st, 1850
Apart from the Rayon I light blue, the
Rayon II is the only stamp of the series which
was never printed in a whole run with the cross
fully framed, although this does not exclude
the probability that all the stones showed the
complete framing of the cross at the time of
their preparation. This is proved by the fact
Cross
Cross
that all the stones contained a varying number
fully framed Without frame
of sub-types with more traces of the frame(This illustration serves to
lines. It seems, however, fairly certain that
represent
all the stamps under
some of the first sheets printed from stones Al
discussion)
and A3 were distributed before the erasing of
theframe lines. Only this assumption could explain the existence of the Rayon II
with complete frame lines, because in spite of the extraordinary rarity of these
stamps, they obviously come from two different stones.
If the sheets with the framed cross were actually distributed in error, this
pre-supposes that the decision to print the Rayon II without the framed cross was
taken from the very beginning. On the other hand, it has been proved that in the
distribution of the other values no distinction was made between the framed and
unframed sheets.
It is no longer possible to establish whether there was a printing of proofs
from the five other stones before the removal of the frame lines, although it is
interesting to note that there still exist some pieces from a pane taken from the
proof waste which clearly show the frame lines, and these are from a stone which
apparently was never used for an issued impression.
.
THE RAYON I. Dark blue red and black issued October 1st , 1850
The Rayon I on dark blue with the framed cross come from at least) two completely different stones. Nevertheless, the frame-lines appear to have been
erased from these two stones fairly early, because their sub-types exist with and
without frames, and also because those without the frame are more numerous than
those with it. However, in contradistinction to the printing method used for the
Rayon II, complete or at least partial runs were printed with the cross framed,
for we have already seen five examples of the same sub-type from the same stone.
These two stones appear to have been the first, for we have seen several stamps,
from one of those with completely framed cross and dated early November 1850, and
also a stamp without the frame on a letter of 2nd December 1850, although from the
other stone. As shown by the colours as well as the impression in black, the
stamps with the framed cross from these two stones differ in a characteristic
manner. The frame-lines of the cross from the one stone are, in general, clear or
even fairly thick, and the dotted or incomplete frame-lines are the exceptions.
The frame-lines of the other stone, like all the other black parts of the design
are, on the whole, dull, weak, 'porus' or incomplete. It was this stone which
produced the pairs and strips composed of some stamps completely framed 'seténant' with other stamps showing the cross only partially framed.
After the erasure of the frame-lines, it was this very stone from which the
frame-lines had previously been clear, which printed a small number of stamps
with traces of the lines.
(to be continued)

Our serial on the Postage Due Stamps will be resumed next month
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SALE 1

Our President, Mr. E.H.Spiro, has expressed his intention to dispose of a large
accumulation of his Swiss duplicates, gathered over some 30 years. He would like
first to offer them in a few lots to our members, before deciding to sell them to
a dealer, and has supplied the following details:
LOT 1 At - 1,000 different Swiss stamps, including a number of early issues, a very
complete run of later issues, many complete sets, pictorials, Pro Juventute, Pro Patria, high values, postage dues, United Nations, etc. Many
scarce and of very high catalogue value ... ... k 65
LOT 'B' - 500 different, with a large number of Pro Juventute, Pro Patria, United
& 10
Nations etc. Many complete sets, very good catalogue
LOT 'C' - 100 only Pro Juventute, including many of the earlier issues- all used.

...

R 4

The lots would probably fetch twice the price in auction and represent a very
good investment, even though the buyer might have some of those included in the
smaller lots.
Mr. Spiro regrets that he cannot send the stamps on approval because of the
work involved, but he guarantees satisfaction and would take back any lot if a
member were not satisfied with the value and high quality of the stamps offered.
Enquiries (postal only) to Mr. E.H. Spiro, 7, Park Mansions, Knightsbridge,
London S. 71 ,1.
SWISS POSTAL HISTORY (Cant. from P.18)
i 1 EVES FROM AMERICA
post they fall roughly into three groups:
i Our Hon. Member, Mrs.E.M.Faulstich,
(a) until approx 1808 the single-line post
the well-known American editor and
-mark wag in general use (b) between 1808
has been reaping further awards
writer
and 1832 the double-line postmark, giving i, in the philatelic field. At a stamp
town name anddate of departure, and ( c)
c onven Lion at State College P a., she
from 1833 to 1844 the gradual introduction i!received one of the 4 Gold Medals
of circular postmarks of various types.
Examples of the different postmarks re- ! awarded & also a bronze plaque for
ferred to were to be seen among the superb !the best exhibit by a woman.
Later, at the Postal History Exhibarray of pre-stamp covers on display, and
iition her 'Saga of the Mails' won the
in addition there were a number of other
interesting items, such as the Route Marks' IGrand Award - a silver chafing dish.
and the 'CT' in circle of 1841, indicating ! Heartiest congratulations!
'Corrispondenza Ticinese'.
!YORKS LANCS GROU Hon.Sec: A,Gullis,
Although Dr.Strauss limited his main
3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks.
!
display to the pre-stamp era, he also
showed items from an album of early Canton i
On April 6th, at a well attended
-al and Federal stamps, mostly on cover,
!meeting in Bradford, the Group set off
many with unusual. cancellations, among
Ion a nostalgic train journey in Switzthem the only known example of a large
erland, with Mr.H.Robertshaw as Drivcross in a circle of ARCH, and other deier &-Mr.J.N.Highsted as his Guard.
lectable items too .numerous to mention.
!Beginning with a comparatively short
Of particular interest were a number of
!trip from Zurich to Aarau in 1858, the
covers bearing bisected stamps of vary!itinerary covered all the old private
ing combinations.
E.J.R. !main lines, then the S.B.B. network,
I; ranged up and down the mountains on
all narrow gauge - lines, straight
traction, rack & pinion & ended up
1 with an 'aerial flight' up the cable
ii railway to the top of the Diavolozza!
ii Supplemented by photographs, timetables,
• t
In June & July Switzerland will
i { maps & even railway tickets, this was a
ibe commemorating OSKAR BIDER'S first iHN
!iwonderfully comprehensive display of
!alpine flight of 1913, and the Pro ii115
li Swiss railway postmarks, both Station
AAero Club.
11& T.P.O., Railway Post stamps and anyHave you completed the Airmail
Id thing which connected railways with the
iseotion of your collection ?? ??
1Posts. Before the start of the journey
i
i
i!•
ilMr.Robertshaw read a most interesting
You will be well advised to do
1 1, paper on the history & development of
so without further delay.
iiitl4
i!the Swiss Railways & T.P.O. Service,
! Selections of airmail stamps and
!IN I! which it is hoped may in due course bn
i i i i!i i!printed in full in these columns. Some
!covers will gladly be sent on
!ilti il 300 album sheets were displayed in well
approval to Helvetia members.
!! lighted frames in the 3 exhibition roots
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
11 which the Group enjoys, thanks to the
k
MORECAMBE
hospitality of Mr.Highsted. Altogether
an extremely enjoyable afternoon. L.M.

i
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I SSUES

National Dalye Stamp s 1963
On let June five stamps will be issued. The 5 o. value shows the portrait of
ANNA HEER (1863-1918), a Zurich doctor, initiator and co-founder of the Swiss
Training School for Nurses in Zurich. The subjects of the other four stamps refer
to important activities of the Réd Cross, which can look back on 100 years of its
existence. 90% of the proceeds from the additional charge goes to the National
Day Collection 1963, whose proceeds are intended for the promotion of sick-nursing.
The remaining 10% will be given to the Swiss Agency for Refugee Aid, for the care
of needy displaced persons living in Switzerland. Further details as follows:
Values:
5 + 5 c.
Anna Heer - one colour, blue
10
10 0.
Bandaging roll - green, light green, red and grey
20 + 10 0.
Gift parcel - pink, light pink, red and grey
30+10c.
Blood plasma - orange, light orange, red and grey
50 + 10 C.
Red Cross brassard - blue, light blue, red and grey
50.
Design and steel engraving by Karl Bickel Sr., WalenstadtDesigners:
(berg.
10, 20, 30 & 50 c. Karl Wirth, Bern
Recess printing by Stamp Printing Office PTT, Born
Processes:
5 o.
10, 20, 30 & 50 c. Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-dePonds.
Size:
5 o.
24 x 29mm. (21 x 26mm.); Others 29 x 24mm.(26 x 24mm )c
5 c. White paper without fibres; Others: white, with red & blue fibres
Paper:
4 (Nos.l-4); Others: 2(A & B); No. per sheet: 50
No. of Sheets: 5 c.
The stamps will be put on sale on 1st June and will be available from post
offices until 31st August (while stocks last) and from the PTT Philatelic Agencies
and mobile post offices until 31st December, 1963.
A special commemorative cover with a vignette in raised printing showing a Red
Cross within the Swiss Cross will be available from 28th May at 30 c., or with
stamps Fr,2.10. The first day cancellation will also show the two crosses with
the wording: 'BERN - BUNDESFEIERMARKEN - ATJSGABETAG 1.6.63'.

1963
PROAE R0
The 'Swiss Pro Acre Foundation', established in 1938 for the encouragement of
civil aviation, celebrates its 25th anniversary this year. To mark the occasion
a special stamp will be brought out on lst June. It will be valid only forfranking letters and cards intended to be conveyed on the commemorative flight BERNLOCARNO or the Helicopter feed flight LANGENBRUCK- BERN. Both flights take place
on 13th July, 50 years to the day after the first flight over the Alps, from Bern
to Milan, undertaken by the pioneer airman, Oskar Bider.
Value: 2 fr., Flying glider and jet planes. 'PRO AERO 1938-1963' - silver,
blue, orange-yellow and red.
Designer: Richard Gerbig, Zurich
Process: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
41 x 26 mm. (38 x 23 mm.) Paper: White, with red & blue fibres
Size:
No. of stamps per sheet: 20
No. of sheets: 4 (A, B9 C & D)
Letter on sheet margin: 'Pro Aero 1938-1963'. Mention of the first flight by
Oskar Bider, in the three official languages and validity,
(Continued overleaf)
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A E R O
(Contd.)
RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS
Regiophil III Luzern - Luzern 2,28.1I-24.V.
The stamp will be on sale at
Salon de l'Automobile, Geneva, to 24.111
post offices from 1st June to 8th July
T.V.Symposium
Montreux, Montreux 1-25.V.
and from PTT Philatelic Agencies from
66
Eidg.
Turnf
est/Schweizerische Frauen1st June to 31st July. Valid for postturntage,
Luzern
1962, 1/2 - 30/6.
age only on the special postal flights
Erholung
in
Engelberg
of 13th-July as follows:
Bffrofach-Ausstellung Zurich, 15.III-18.V.
(a) Commemorative flight BERN-LOCARNO
Mustermesse Basel - 19.I1I - 29.IV.
Cancellations BERN-LOCARNOInternationale Jundeausstellung St.Gallen,
GEDENKPOSTFLUG 13.VII.1963 - JAHRE PRO
9.4 - 18,5
AERO
50 Jahre Pfadfinder - Basel 2
(b) Helicopter feed flight LANGENBRUCK- Internationale Juni-Festwochen Zurich,
29.4 - 30.6
BERN. Cancellation: LANGENBRUCKZentralschweizerisches
SUngerfest
Schwyz,
BERN-LOCARNO - 50 JAHRE ALPERTUBERQUERUNG
to
25.5
DURCH OSKAR BIDER - 13.VII.1963
Jeder Schweizer ans Eidg. Feldschiessen,
Admitted for transport are unZurich 22, 22.4 - 25.5
registered letters up to 20 grams and
Internat. Motocross in Schenenberg (ZH)
postcards intended for Switzerland and
22.4 - 25.5
Leichtenstein (no urgent or express
Eidg. Feldschiessen - Tag der Schtitzen
letters accepted). The Pro Aero stamp
(various towns) 26.4 - 25.5
must be affixed and the desired route
Championnats d'Europe de judo - Geneve 'Bern-Locarno' or 'Langenbruch-Bern10.IV - 11.V.
Locarno! should be indicated; mail
Fiesta dei Fiori, Locarno 1, 29.IV - 1.VI
items without indication will be flown
Internationale Rotkreuz-Ausstellung Genf,
from Bern to Locarno. On arrival at
15 August-15 September 1963 (various)
the post office Locarno 1 the items
Exposition internationale de la CroixRouge, Geneve 15 aout-15 septembre 1963
conveyed on the special flights will
Esposizione
internationale della Croce
receive a machine postmark and will then
Rossa,
Ginevra,
15 agosto-15 settembre
be forwarded to destination.
1963, As Iona.
For collectors abroad the P.T.T.
50 anni di scautismo - Bellinzona
add the following information: Owing to 50 Jahre L!tschbergbahn - Thun 1
the limited use the Pro Aero stamp will Tell Freilichtspiele - Interlaken 13.5-30.6
not be supplied under subscription
Feldhandball - Weltmeisterschaft 1963 (var)
arrangements and must be ordered separ- Courses de chevaux - Morges, to 15.Vi
ately. Flown items to inland destinat- Nyon - pittoresque citb bimillenaire
ions only are accepted, but letters with
a Post Office box address will be avail-1
able from 15th July onwards from the
P.T.T. at Fr. 2.50 each.
;

WANTED : SWISS FISCAL STAMPS
Will exchange recent Swiss issues
used, where possible according to your
wants list (Cat. Zum. 1963), for Swiss
Fiscals at rate of 3d. per fiscal.
Contact: E. Lienhard, 103 Woodhall Rd.
Chelmsford, Essex.
RECENT COMMEMORATIVE CANCELLATIONS
1. AORLD RED CROSS DAY, 8th May, 1963
Depicts emblem from 50 c. commemorative stamp with wording: 'GENEVE JOURNEE MONDIALE DE LA OROIX-ROUGE 1863-1963 - 8 MAI 63'.
2. ASSEMBLY OF WORLD HEALTH ORGANISATION is
Held from 7-24 May: 'GENEVE - 16e
Assemblbe mondiale de la Sante'.
3. REGIOPHIL 111 9 LUZERN. Central Swiss
Philatelic Exhibition held from 24 - 28
May: Posthorn and tower of Chapel Bridge
'LUZERN - REGIOPHIL III - 1963 - 24.26.V.
TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS
LACHEN Schwy z — am obern Zurichsee
THAL (St. Gallen) - Dorf der Rebe
MAMMERN - Kurort am Untersee
REINECK - am alten Rhein
WETZIKON (Zurich) - Schul & Sportzentrum
MELANO - L'Ideale per Vacanze

J W IT Z

A

While the unabated demand for Swiss
material (and rising prices) do not
actually permit a Summer Discount,
nevertheless, to maintain 'tradition' once again this year we are
offering a 122-% Discount on most
material purchased from us between
JUNE 1st and AUGUST 10th.
Please send S.A.E. for full details.
H. L. KATCHER
B.P.A., P.T.S., A.S.D.A.
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
151, Park Road,
London, N,W.8.
Telephone: JUNiper 0616
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PART III
By John M. Schumacher
The next matters for consideration area
THE WATERMARKS. This is where we come to the complicated aspect of collecting
Swiss postage due stamps. From the 1st to the 8th printings
inclusive, from 1878 to 1881, white paper with impressed control mark - Type I,
broad form - was used. From the 8th printing in 1882 to the 19th printing in
1893, granite paper was
used, still with the
WATERMARK
CONTROL MARK
control mark Type I. But)
fromthe20ping
in 1894 to the 31st
printing in 1906, granite paper was used with
control mark Type II,
narrow form.
When the Federal Mint
took over the printing
8,85
a,+
of the postage due stamps
(32nd to 34th printings
Type III
Type I
Type II
they changed to Type III
- large cross watermarked granite paper. In 1910, with the issue of the new design of postage due
stamps, the same paper and watermark were used.
FRAMES. Now that the control mark has been taken care of we must start with a more
difficult point - the frame types in this issue. The greatest difficulty
is in the separation of these types, mainly because of 'the heavy cancellations on
them. Unfortunately no average collector can afford to buy this group mint, the
prices are extremely high, so we work with used stamps.
Both frames - Type I and Type II - exist with normal (N) and inverted (K)
frame which can be found in the stematic frame-work. Actually there are six points
we could study, but in this article we will use only two points, which are the
simplest ones. In ordinary circumstances there is one side, bottom or top, of the
stamp free of a heavy cancellation and with this in mind we will now separate the
frame types:
Frame Type I - normal (N)
1.' The white space between the inner straight line at the top and the first half
circle is 0.35 wide, while the bottom at the exact spot reversed from the top,
the space is 0.45 wide.
2. Due to off-centering of the compass while drawing the circle, the space at the
left side between the inner straight line and the complete circle is 0.2 wide,
while the right side is 0.3.
3. Then another point which could be used, if the stamp is heavily cancelled is
that all four winged wheels are floating.
Frame Type I - i nverted f r ame (K)
There is only one simple explanation for this. All above mentioned points are
reversed. That is - the 0.45 is now at the top and the 0.35 at the bottom. The
right side is now 0.2 and the space at the left is now 0.3.

Frame Type II - normal (N)
In this type there is only one point which we will find to be the easiest and
most reliable:
1. The frame work is the same as in Type I.
2. The winged wheel at the top right triangle has a white bridge toward the outer
.half circle and the left wheel is floating.
Frame Type II - inverted K
1. The winged wheel with the bridge is now at the bottom left and the wheel at
the right is floating.
2. We also have to remember the top is again 0.45 and the bottom 0.35, right side
is 0.2 and the left 0.3.
The perplexing situation is that we find Types I and II normal (N) and inverted
(K) frames in the same printings. Therefore, one must be watchful and never
take anything for granted; one never knows what we may find or run into.
As the frame types have been taken care of for the time being, the first point
to be considered in the next instalment will be that of paper./ To be continued)

LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec. Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley.
The last meeting of the present sess
ion was held on Wednesday, 8th May, with
displays by members on the subject of
'POSTMARKS BEFORE 1900'.
Mr. E.C. Slate showed some very nice
Cantonal, Rayon and Strubeli stamps with
exceptionally fine postmarks. Mr. E.
Liönhard and Mr. L.E. Stiles both showed'
selections of pre-stamp covers bearing
many typos of postal and directional
markings. Mr. W.D. Howden produced a
number of early postcards which, in
addition to their postal markings, provided some amusing reading, and finally
Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley showed a number of
sheets covering various types of cancell
ations, including Customs, ring and pen
cancels.
NEWS

Q F

MEMBERS
Congratulations to MISS V. DALES on
her appointment as Vice-President of the
Hull & District P.S. This is the first
time in the history of this old.-established Society that the office has been
occupied by a lady.
Congratulations also to our member,
MR. I. TILLEN of Birmingham, who was
awarded a Diploma for an exhibit of
nine sheets of Swiss Pre-stamp covers at
the Polish Exhibition held in Birmingham
on 20/21st April. This is his first
award but we are sure it will not be his
last.
In September and October will be
published the new Catalogues
-r

EUROPE
1 9 6 4
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN - 1964
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
RVIIth Edition
Please order Catalogues from
Harris Publications Ltd.,
27, Maiden Lane, Strand, London, W.C.2.
..

for
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RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE
send want lists,
and order NEW ISSUES from

Y0RKS1LANGS GROUP: Hon.Sec. A Gullis,
3, Bowood Road, ELLAND, Yorks.
At the Group's A.G.M., held on 4th May,
the following Officers were elected:
Dr. G.G. Ritchie
Chairman:
Mr. J. Highsted
Vice-Chairman:
Mr. A. Gullis
Hon. Secretary:
Social Secretary: Mis s R.N. Solly
Mr. J.A. Eastwood
Hon. Treasurer:
Mr. U.J.F. Gosling
Hon. Translator:
Hon. Pkt. Supt.:
Mr. I. Gilchrist
Mr. F. Myers
Hon. Copyist:
Mr. H.R. Robertshaw
Hon. Librarian:
Delegate to Yorks
Phil. Assn: Mr. R. Tyreman
Delegate to Congress: Mrs. F. Myers
Mr. L. Moore
P.R.O.:
The Group held a most successful Study
Circle at the Annual Convention of the
Yorkshire Phil. Ass'n. at Harrogate on
April 27th. This annual event provides an
`opportunity to meet those members of National Helvetia who are prevented from
attending the meetings in Bradford because
of distance, and also usually results in
the recruitment of new members.
A very comfortable room was provided,
thanks to the influence of the Harrogate
P.S., who acted as Hosts to the Convention, and whose President is Dr. Ritchie,
the new Chairman of the Yorks Group of
Helvetia.
Miss Dales (of Hull) provided a short
display of selected Swiss material, while
Miss Solly showed and explained the Pro
Juventute issues. Dr. Ritchie,Messrs.
Highsted, Gosling, Gilchrist, Gullis,
Heaps & Moore provided items and simple
explanations covering Swiss collecting
from Postal History and Cantons, through
the Strubeli, Sitting Helvetia, Standing
Helvetia, Cross & Figure, right up to the
present day, with attractive 'side-lines'
such as Soldier Stamps on cover, Miniature'
sheets, International Labour Officestamps
and Pro Patria issues. Several visitors
attended and obviously enjoyed this demonstration of the attractions of Swiss
collecting.
L.M.
SUMMERTIME
is the time to relax and to enjoy
B U T
holidays ...
...

while you are indulging in sport or
weeding the garden
...
don't forget
your stamps altogether.
The Stamp Market does not take a holiday
and you may find those blank spaces
harder to fill in the autumn.
Why not let me send you some approval
selections to go through at leisure? Or
let me deal with your Wants Lists?

a_r

?
ZUMSTEIN
& CIE
Propr. Hertsch & Co
P.O.B. 1291, Berne 2, Switzerland
.,

j

\

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, LANCS.

Edward H. SPIRO
? S. , L.
R..L'.

Hon. Treasurers
MR. A.J. HARDING,
31, Somerset Way,
Iver, Bucks.

Hon. Secretary & Editors
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Gants . Hill , Ilford, Essex.

No.6

J U N E

Hon. E :change Pkt. Sup
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Cavorsham, Readrng..
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17th YEAR
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The Pro Aero Foundation, which this month celebrates its Golden Jubilee, owes
much to the intrepid aviators of the early century, who first attempted the conquest of the air in the flimsy aircraft then at their disposal.
The first aviation day in Switzerland was held as early as 1905, the next in
1909 and thereafter followed fairly rapidly, as interest grew in this new form of
transport, but it was not until 1913 that the idea of carrying mail on some of
The organisers printed special labels or
these flights was put into operation.
vignettes commemorating the events, to be affixed to the cards or covers, and these
were sold to raise funds to promote aviation. It is opportune to recall these semi
-official flights, all of which took place in 1913, as followss
1. 9th Mar. Basle - Liestal. Pilots Oskar Bider. Apart from the vignette the
postal cancellation has the distinction of stating simplys 'ERSTE
SCI TIZERISCHE FLUGPOST'.
2. 30th Mar. Bern - Burgdorf. Pilots Oskar Bider, and on the same days
3. "
" Burgdorf - Bern. Pilots Oskar Bider.
4. 31st " Herisau Niederglatt. Pilots Charles Favre
5. 6th Apr. Aarau-Olten to Lenzburg .. Pilots Oskar Bider
6.27th Apr. Liestal -- Rheinfelden.
Pilots Oskar Bider
-

7. 4th May. Langnau i.e. - Bern. Pilots Oskar Bider
Pilots Oskar Bider
8.18th May. Sitten Sion - Siders Sierre).
9.8th June
Lugano-Mendrisio. Pilots Attilio Maffei. The vignette used on
this occasion, the smallest and plainest is, nevertheless, the rarest of all the pioneer labels. The postal cancellation is also unique since it incorporates in the design a miniature Ticino oval.
10.17th Aug. Solothurn - Weissenstein. Pilots Theodor Bjrrer
11.28th Sep. Laufen - Solothurn. Pilots Theodor Borrer
Other pioneer flights which, however, did not use vignettes but only
special postmarks weres
(a) 8th Jun. Biel (Bie nne) - Ber n. Pilots Oskar Bider. Apart from a special
postal cancellation a 4 line cachet was applieds 'Erste Flug PostBiel-Bern - Transport durch Aviatiker Bider - Sonntag, 8 Juni 1913'.
(b)15th Jun. Lausanne - Mor'es. Short flights between Lausanne-Morges, MorgesLausanne, Montreux Morges and Vevey-Morges. Planes piloted by
Taddeoli, Bider and Maffei.
(c)22nd Jun. Vevey-Villeneuve. Pilots Henri Kramer
(d)31st Aug. Grenchen-Solothurn. Pilots Theodor Borrer.
A flight scheduled for 5th May from Olten-Oensingen,with Ernest Rech as pilot,
had to be cancelled owing to the death of the pilot in a crash at Delbendorf.
Special vignettes and official cards were prepared and a few exist. This item is
listed in the 'Schweizer Flugpost 'Catalogue' but not in the normal stamp catalogues
Items carried on these flights deserve a proud place in any Swiss collection.
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bys John M. Schumacher
Part IV
Continuing the study of these issues the next important point iss

PAPERS: As has abeady been stated two different papers were used for these stamps,
supplied by the Paper Manufacturing Co. on the Sihi.
The white paper was
for the printing of 200 stamps in one operation. In 1881 for the 9th printing the
paper mill supplied the Printing Office with granite paper, the sheets now being
492 x 558 mm., which permitted tae printing of 400 stamps in two operations. Both
papers thus far were with the impressed control mark Tyke I 9 broad form.
PRINTINGS° The first printing started in the middle of June 1878 and the 31st
printing finished on 31st May 1906, when the Swiss Postal Authorities
cancelled all private printing contracts. At that time they were using StMmpfli & Co. for the postage due stamps, Rosch & Schatzmann for postcards
and Max Girardet for the postage stamps, all having their business establishments
in Bern.
All necessary printing for the Post Office Dept. was then turned over -b
the federal Mint in Bern.
Stgmpfli & Co. printed a total of 105,520,000 postage due stamps, of
which 103,726,575 were accepted by the Postal Authorities. The Federal Mint
printed in the 32nd-34th printings 9,638,000 stamps and 9 t 489,723 were accepted.
That means there was a loss of 1.68% of printed postage due stamps in a span of
31 years °
DIE BLOCKSs 200 individual stamp dies, transferred from a master matrix were set
up on a die block, which was then clamped together with a heavy solid
steel frame and the printing was done in one operation. When the larger sheet of
paper was used in 1881, the printing needed two operations - first one half was
printed, then the sheet had to be turned around 180° and the other half printed.
With the use of the larger sheets the printers printed 400 stamps on a sheet.
Between the half sheets we find a 30 mm. wide space or gutter, horizontally.
We
also find that the two half sheets were in a tete-beche position with interspace
between, but as these sheets were cut up into 4 sheets of 200 stamps each, there
is no possible way to find these tete-beche.
During the 27th printing in 1902 one half of the die block broke but
the printing continued in the following manners the top upper left quarter of the
* * * < * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * large sheet was printed in the first
operation; then the sheet was turned
THE SPRING /SUMMER
round 180° and the lower corner printed; for the third operation the whole
'SWISS PHILATELIST'
sheet was taken out, COMPLETELY TURNED
(just published), contains, OVER and the top upper left corner
apart from the usual inter- printed, then turned round again 180 °
to finish the fourth operation, the
eating articles and news
lower
right corner. This gives an odd
items, two pages of superb
peculiarity
in the large sheets On each
Special 0ffés"s:which no Swiss collector
side
there
were
only the upper left and
If you are not already a
should miss.
lower
right
corners
printed. Naturally
subscriber to the 'SWISS PHILATELIST'
please forward 2/6d. (Annual subscription) after the sheet was cut up everything
was normal again. In the 7th printing,
and we shall be happy to forward a copy
when the die block broke, the broken
immediately.
half die was replaced by a new half
die from the reserve stock..
May I remind readers that heavy price
DIE BLOCKS FOR NUMERALSs The die blocks
increases among Swiss AIRMAIL stamps are
for numerals
a virtual certainty in the Autumn. Not
of
value
1
to
500
were
made
in the same
all Airmail items carry the 144 Summer
Discount (now in operation) but most do. manner, with the exception that each
You may be sorry if you miss this oppor- value figure was in a separate die
block, which never had to be changed
tunity to fill gaps.
until the desired number of a particular value was completed. As the ratio
H. L. KATCHER
between the printing of the stamps and
A.S.D.A.
the
applying of numerals was 9 to 1,
B .P.A., P.T.S.
the wear and tear was not so great that
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LIMITED
the numeral dies ever had to be repaired. But it stands to reason that the
151, Park Road, London N.W.8
value
figure gradually flattened out
(Tell JUNiper 0616)
and got wider.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * *

(To be continued)
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bye Andre Nusbaum jf

"6-8-J4
Part III

Continuing the observations on the Rayon issues
RAYON I. Li ht blue on white issued March 2n,g, 187
The light blue stamps with complete frame lines have no connection with the
two stoneswhich produced the framed crosses on the dark blue stamps.
Thee .y ee e
from a stone which was put into service immediately after the change of colour in
March 1851. Exactly as with the Rayon II framed cross, their existence is eZplained by the fact that a few sheets printed before the removal of the framelines
were put into circulation. Therefore, they differ completely from all the light
blues with the 'almost' completed frames, which are in quite a different catc,ory
and stem from particular fields of certain stones from which the frame-lines had•
already been effaced, but in such an ineffective way that most of the strokes
temporarily became-inked again.
The 'ORTSPOST' issued Aril 5th 4 180. ('Etude', p.15)
The original matrix for the 'Ortspost' was. engraved after that of the
'Poste Locale'. It is known dated St. Gallen 16th June 1850 both with and without
the frame around the cross, although I have personally never met it yet used without the frame before the end of September 1850. From 1st October 1850, when the
use of stamps became general, right up to the end of 1851 when the 'Ortspost' was
withdrawn, stamps with the framed cross are found fairly constantly, whereas only
rarely does one find them with the unframed cross after the Spring of 1851.
The
original matrix eras later used for the Rayon III, on which the frame-lines still
appeared. This proves that the frame-lines existed on the first stones of the
'Ortspost',, although they were erased very quickly. Therefore, it follows that
most of the stamps with the framed cross come from one or more of the later printing stones".
The 'POSTE LOCALE' issued th Aril 1850. ('Etud.e', p.16)
"Unlike the 'Ortspost', the 'Poste Locale' appears to have been printed
exclusively with the framed cross for a whole year. Therefore, the stamps without
the frame were not distributed until the Spring of 1851, although they did not come
into general use until the middle of that year. That is why most of them are
cancelled with the Federal grille. The fact that the white crosses are hardly
ever of perfect shape - on the contrary they often appear rather worn - combined
with the rarity of the unframed cross, leads us to suppose that the stone without
the frame-lines had long been used bearing the lines and was taken out of service
shortly after the erasure. In view of the existence of partly framed crosses on
different types and in different positions around the cross, it follows that the
stone must have shown up several fields with traces of the frame".
The 'Shadowed' Cross of the 'ORTSPOST'
The 'Ortspost' is the only stamp of the series which
has the frame-lines of the Cross shaded - as though lights were
coming from the top left, throwing shadows on the lower and right
hand sides, as shown in the sketch. Mr. Moore, in his original
article, referred to the shadowed Cross of the 'Ortspost' rather
'en passant' and apparently merely to note the difference between
this and all other stamps of the series.
Actually, an examination of the probable reasons for the adoption and later
abandonment
of the shadowed Cross can help us quite a lot in our search for
the
the true facts of the sequence of the preparation of the stones, for the different stamps of the series and also the sequence of the framing (and unframing of
the Cross.
It might be argued that the Cross of the 'Ortspost' was intentionally
shaded, and as it was engraved after the unshaded frame-lines around the Cross
of the 'Porte Locale', it is difficult to conceive that the lines were erased
from the first stone, only to give way, a few months later, to the unshaded Cross
However, let us see what Dr. Munk has to say about its
frame-lines of the Rayons.
"Die Durhaim Auscaben".. . ` "c 18
"The single, unshaded frame-line around the Cross of the 'Poste Locale',
the two Rayon I's and the Rayon II was solely to assist the correct design of the
red shield and the proper register of the black master stone with the master stone
However, as we have seen, the frame lines of the two
used for the red printing.
(Continued on page 28)
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NEW AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS:
Auto 2 - Zurich Sechselauten 21/22.IV
11-21.V
- Bern, BEA
3 - Basel MUBA 20-30.IV
- Yverdon - exposition
philatelique 11-13.V
2 - - Bern, 75 Jahre Schweizerischer
Samariterbund 9.VI
- Lausanne, 75e anniversaire de
la societe lausanneoise de
timbrologie 22/23.VI
3 - Basel, Feldhandball-WöltmeisterSchaft 1963 9 Endspiel 9.VI
- Basel 50 Jahre Pfadfinder,
Jubilgumsfahrertag 15/16. VI
- Luzern, Eidg. Turnfest,
Frauenturntage 22/23.VI
- Luzern, Eidg. Turnfest,
Mannerturntage 27-30.VI
SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS:
11. Danish Weeks are being held in St.
Gallen from 7-24 June; on 7th June
1
only a special cancellation was used on
l unregistereimail, a charming one showing the Little Mermaid, with the inIscription: 'ST. GALLEN- DdNEMARK IN ST.
IGALLEN
12. 50th Anniversam_pf LdtschberlIza
A special cancel will be used - in
1
I ICandersteg on 22nd June, showing a train
crossing a viaduct and 'KANDERSTEG
122.VI.63 - 50 JAHRE LOTSCHBERGBAHN'.

THE RAYON ISSUES & THE FRAMING OF THE
CROSS ContLEL7e777
Rayon I's and the Rayon II were removed
either before or shortly after the
beginning of the printing of the issue
proper. The shaded Cross of the 'Ortspost' is apparently the one single
experiment in artistic development,
beyond the bare minimum lithographic
requirements, and which, however, was
abandoned for the Rayon I."
Let us also quote from 'Neue Wegel,
p. 129:

,

"The original stone for the 'Ortspost' was prepared after the 'Poste
Locale', and the shadowed Cross was not
only heraldically more correct than the
thin single frame-line of the earlier
stamp, but it was considered, together
with other similar small alteratdons9 to
improve the artistic appearance of the
stamp. Therefore, it is all the more
surprising that a few months later the
Rayons I and the Rayon II show the
reversion to the unshaded single frameline around the Cross, and of course,
finally, with the exception of the two
Rayon I stones already referred to, the
frame line was removed immediately after
the transfer, from all printing stones."
It seems, therefore, that the
technical reasons for the shaded framelines around the Cross did not produce
the expected satisfactory results.
(To be continued
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In September and October will be
published the new Catalogues

EUROPE

1964
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1963

!

Vie are very pleased to learn that
MRS. E.M. COX, a member of our Society
.! for many years7 has been appointed
PRESIDENT of the Cinque Ports Philatelic
1 Society, a very well deserved honour.
I Heartiest congratulations.
!STILL WANTED: ..:--771-ds FISCAL STAMPS
Mr. E. Lienhard 9 103, Woodhall Road, ,-,Chelmsford, Essex, will exchange recent
11Swiss issues used, where possible accord
11-ing to wants lists (Z.Cat.1963), for
11 Swiss Fiscals at rate of 3d. per fiscal.

SWITZERLAND / LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
XVIIth Edition
Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.
p 27, Maiden Lane, Strand, London 7.C.2.
j

---o0o---

ALL SWISS COLLECTORS

Even if your main collection is
nearing completion, there are manyother
l aspects of Swiss philately which are of
1;,u4i . great interest and will stimulate your
!Iv enthusiasm:
Pre-stamp covers with their wealth
of postal markings
First Day and. Special cancellations
First Flight and Airmail covers
II■
Day of the Stamp cards

e
!

for first class stamps
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE

9

Send. WANT LISTS
Order NEW ISSUES from

ZUMSTEIN

Fto:

&

Propr. Hertsch & Co.,
P.O.B. 1291

Ili
CIE

are just a few. Selections of all these
can be sent on approval, as well as
stamps of all issues, mint or used,
varieties
a
, blocks of four miniature
Isheets, etc. Write now to
...
1
Torrisholme, MORECAMBE
114, Low Lane,
Ln.rIns_ England

PRESIDENT:

Edward H. SPIRO
R .P.S.,L.
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Hon. Treasurers
1 MR. A.J. HARDING,
'31, Somerset Way,
Ivor, Bucks.
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Hon. Secretary & Editors
MRS. E.J. RA 11'SLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
ants. Hill y Ilford, Essex.
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JULY

Hon.Exchange Pkt. StAp
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Cavorsham, Reading.
17TH YEAR

" H E L V E T I A " and the 45th PHILATELIC CONGRESS OF GREAT BRITAIN
held at Scarborou:h. June 11th - 1 th 1 63
Although officially the Host Society was the Yorkshire Philatelic Association,
whose President is our member Mr. G.G. Heaps, reports which have reached your
Editor since her return from holiday suggest that a great deal of the organisation
was undertaken by members of the Yorkshire Group of 'Helvetia'. Mr. Fred Myers,
ably assisted by Mrs. Myers, was Organising Secretary and the acknowledged mainspring of the whole event, while Mr. L. Moore acted as Vice-Chairman. Many of the
blocks of the postmarks in the Year Book and on the excellent stiffeners, including the lovely oval 'INTRAGNA', were made and presented by members Gilchrist and
Robertshaw, while many others helped in various ways.
The Group had a display which attracted much attention, and small wonder since
it began with a 'Zurich 6 1 , half a 'Double Geneva', 'Neuchatel', Framed Rayon I,
and Munich 1st print 'Strubel' 5 Rp. - all on cover, then a complete range from
the 'Sitting' and 'Standing Helvetia' and Hotel Stamps, up to more modern issues
(NASA block, early airmails etc.), and ending with Mr. Hoyle's delightful Pro
Juventute exhibit with the actual flowers (Gentian, Edelweiss etc.) most beautifully pressed and mounted.
A small but interesting Study Circle was held one evening when the Group were
pleased to welcome Mr. E.G.H. Morgan (of the Hale and Insurance & Banking) and
Others included Mrs. Cox (our
Capt. B. Rogers-Tillstone, R.N., of the 'Royal.'
member from Folkestone), Mr. F.G. Davis, etc.
We understand however, and this is confirmed in 'Stamp Collecting' of June 21st
that_the highlight of the whole Congress was the presentation by our member, Mr,L.
Moore, of his paper "Confessions of a Heretic", which we believe is the first
Congress paper ever to mention the stamps and postal history of Switzerland and
Liechtenstein. Apparently Mr. Moore's introduction, together with his adroit
handling of the points raised by discussion in his reply, was hailed as an outstanding example of oratory. To successfully achieve a lighter note at such an
(Incidentally a copy
august gathering, and get away with it, is no mean feat.
of the Congress Handbook containing Mr. Moore's paper is available from the
Society's Library).
The other papers reads "The Impact of Meter Stamped Mail on Philately", by Mr.
J.W. Thompson, also of Leeds, and "Society Visits Without Tears", given by Mr. B.
Leslie Barker of Lincoln, were also admirable and particularly relevant to the
problems of philately and philatelic societies at the present time.
For the first time since 1921 all those invited to sign the Roll of Distinguished Philatelists were from overseas and were present in person. An interesting point for us to note is that one of them, Er George E. Burghard of the United
States, is an acknowledged authority on the stamps of Switzerland and has donated.
some magnificent material to the P.T.T. Museum in Bern.
Interspersed among the more serious business of Congress were outings to
places of interest and participation in the 'Dutch Week', which was being held at
the same time, while the final Banquet, with its notable speeches, rounded off
an event which is looked forward to by philatelists, rewarded the organisers for
all their hard work, and was thoroughly enjoyed by all those who were fortunate
enough to be able to attend.
E . J. R.
.e.
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by JOHN M. SCHUMACHER

Continuing the various points which
have to be considered, we come to:

REPAIRS: In the printing of the stamps

Part V.

1878
89 .6 to 10.4
1878-80 48 .5 to 51.5
(Ratio on the 5, 10 & 50 c. not known)
**
4- 8 ptg. 1879-82 to 96 (5 c. only)
8 " 3 Oct. 81 4
9 ptg. 1882
10 ►►
1883
8
to 92
11-17
1884-89 XX
18-19 "
1882-93 1. 5 to 98.5
20-21 "
1894-96 XX
(1,5 & 10c.
22 "
1897 93. 5 to 6

1 ptg.

2- 3 "

the die blocks had to be repaired several times during the 31
years due to FLATTENING of the block
and hardening of the print or colours
on the die. When a set of dies was
taken out for repair, a clean and re
sunk set was taken from the reserve
stock on hand and set up to continue
onl
the printing.
to 6. 5 20 c.only
93
In the meantime the rejected die
50, 100 &
92. 5 to 7
block was dismantled, each individual
500c.)
small die was taken apart and cleaned,
27 ptg. 1897-02 58
to 42
23die by die. Then the outside frame
1898-99 51. 5 to 48.5 500c.only
24 "
dies were re-sunk, if necessary, and
500c.only
1899-00 50
to 50
25
"
set together again. But in the re50c.only.
1903-05 53. 4 to 46.5
28-29
building of the die block, the individ- 28-31 "
1903-08 52
1, 10 &
48
ual dies were never re-set in the block
20c. only --in the same manner as they had been
(100c.only
28 "
1903-05 49
to 51
heretofore. All badly used dies were
1904-05 58
( lc.only
to 42
29 "
completely rejected and replaced with
1907-08 50
to 50
32 "
new ones.
( 1, 5 and
1908-09 46
to 54
33 "
During the 31 years of printing the
10c.only)
die blocks had to be repaired 6 times,
not counting the grinding of the ray
46.5 to 53.5 ( 20, 50 &
lines after the first printing in 1878
100c.only)
of the 1 o. stamps.
47.4 to 52.6
34 ptg. 1909
The first repairing was at the end
of the 3rd printing in 1878, followed
** Denotes higher cat. price due to stock
by the 7th in 1881. While repairing
and demands, it must be taken for
this die block one-half was broken and
granted that the INVERTED frame types
replaced with a new half die-block of
are very scarce.
frame Type I, though at that time the
XX Above note will pertain to the NORMAL
dies used were of Type II frame. The
frame type.
next repairing was after the 16th
(To be continued)
printing in 1888, then in 1902, 27th
printing, again in 1906, 31st printing
(before the Federal Mint took over the
JUST TO REMIND
work) and finally after the 33rd print,
READERS THAT THE
ing in 1909, which was the last printing in this design of the 1 c., and
on1y393,900 were acceptable copies.
As we have now disposed of some of
the complicated points, such as
original order of first print, paper,
control mark, frame types, printings,
die and numeral blocks, and repairs,
let us make a summary of the actual
CLOSES ON AUGUST 10TH
printings and of some very important
There is always a last minute rush
changes.
and clients are advised to order
First we will take care of the ratio
soon
of the different printings between the
normal and inverted frame types.
REQUESTS FOR APPROVALS, IF STILL TO
vote: In order to avoid confusion
QUALIFY FOR THE DISCOUNT, SHOULD :
between Types I & II control
REACH US NOT LATER THAN AUGUST 3RD.
marks and Types I & II frames, reference to the former are underlined).
"

"

.

H. L. MATCHER

HOLIDAY SCOOP COMING SHORTLY .0
it is hoped in our August issue 11

BPA., PTS.

A.S.D.A.

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LIMITED.,
151, Park Road, London, N.W.B.

(Telephone: JUNiper 0616)
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PartIV
By André Nussbaum
The date of use of a stamp cannot in every case prove the date of the issue or
of a special printing, because it might have been retained for some time after
purchase before it was used. It may also occur that once part of a printing, or
even a special one, was made, some delay was observed for reasons very often unknown until the stamps were generally put on sale to the public.
Early dates ()fuse, however, can be fairly conclusive, and from my own work
in the expertising field I can confirm Dr. Munk's experience; but let us see what
he has to say about it after the examination of a great deal of materials
From ' Neue We ;e' , pag e 108
" ... Of the two stamps issued in April 1850 3 the 'Poste Locale', as we have
seen, had the Cross framed in the first or at least the early prints. What is
remarkable is that, according to de Reuterskiold, they were printed direct from
the original stones. The actual printing stones of the 'Poste Locale' appear,
however, to have had the framed Crosses throughout until the middle of 1851, because all dated letters which I know of bearingthe scarce'Poste Locale' without
fume-lines are of the last six months before the final withdrawal of the 22 Rapper.
stamps.
'Even the 'Ortspost' with the framed Cross was found in a Zurich collection with
the double c. d. s. of St. Gallen, dated 16th June 1850 - that is, only two months
after issue; while Moens mentions an 'Ortspost' without frame-lines and also from
St. Gallen dated 18th May 1850, and a furthertwo examples on a letter of July 1850. "
The dates of letters with the Rayon dark blue with the framed Cross certainly
appear to confirm de Reuterskiold's assumption that the frame-lines were added towards the end of 1850, because they begin with the Rayon I in general, almost to
the day near the end of 1850, and then they are spread out fairly evenly over the
first four or five months of 1851, after which they almost completely stop. It is
a fact, however, that the Rayon I with framed Cross has been found used on letters
dated 30th and-31st of October and 9th November 1850 - that is within a month or
so of issue. Only a few letters bearing the .Rayon II with completely framed Cross
are known, and these areisually of January or February 1851. I know, however, of
two perfect examples of this great rarity, both from the same sender, and posted
on the 2nd and 10th October 1850! As we shall see, these early Rayon II prints
with framed cross are from quite a different stone than the later ones. On the
other hand, I have seen Rayon II's on letters of 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 8th and 10th
October 1850 with only partial frame-lines around the Cross, which means that the
erasure of the Cross frame-lines had already been done. The stamps with these
partial frame-lines, which generally are quite strong, do not only belong to the
same delivery, but mainly to the same group of 40 types as the two Rayon II's of
2nd and 10th October with the complete frame-lines! Of the same sub-type 26, which
I know with completely framed Cross, used on 10th October, I have seen another
copy used on the same day, but with only partial frame lines. The sub-type 16 of
the same Group of 40 types, which is known with undoubtedly completely framed Cross,
is also known on a letter of 2nd October 1850 without the slightest trace of the
frame-lines.
My study and comparison material of the Rayon I dark blue is not quite so complete, but I have one on a letter of 7th October, 1850, in the early (and rare)
grey violet shade, with fine, although absolutely definite traces of the Cross
frame-lines, or in other words, already with the frame-lines erased. A similar
piece was found in the Pfenninger collection used on a letter of 2nd October 1850.
(To be continued)
SWISS

RAYONS

If your special interest lies in
Rayons or Strubelis, I may be able to
fill in some of the missing places in
your collection, as I have an extensive stock of these issues
...

Manfield House,

A N D

STRUBELIS

Normally I do not stock any of
the later issues, though occasionally
some of the better items or sets
are available, in which case I do not
wait for top prices before parting with
them.

--- ö 0o --BARES C H
L E 0
Philatelist
London, W. C. 2.
376-9, Strand,

Telephone: TE!vIple Bar 2135
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RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS
Eidg. Schtttzenfest 1963 - Zurich 1 to
Tir federal 10.VIII
Tiro federal
Museum zu Allerheiligen - Die Welt des
Impressionismus - Schaffhausen to 28.IX.
General versammlung des internationalen
Kolpingswerkes - Schwyz to 24.VIII
Internationale Musikfestwochen Luzern Luzern 2 to 13.IX
Fetes de Geneve - Geneva 1, 22.VII-11.VIII
Concours hippique national - Tremelan,
Biel/Bienne l.VII - 3.VIII
Kinder Zoo Rapperswill - from 1st August
AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS
Auto 2 St. Gallen, Kinderfest - 2.VII
"
3 Zurich, Eidg. Sch.tzenfest 24.VII - 12.VIII
2
Bern,
Bundesfeier
- 1.VIII
"
Zurich, Bundesfeier - 1.VIII

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS
WOMEN (Aargau) im sch'onen Freiamt
(from 28 June)
PRO JUVENTUTE JUBILEE MINIATURE SHEET
A reminder is given in the P.T.T.
Weekly Bulletin that the Pro Juventute
Jubilee miniature sheet issued in 1962
ceases to have postal validity as from
30th June, 1963.
In September and October will be
published the new Catalogues.

FIN

1 9 6 3
EUROPE
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1964
SWITZERLANDQLIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
XVIITH EDITION

N E W D O U B L E- P R I N T
As described and illustrated in the
May issue of the 'Schweizer BriefmarkenZeitung', a remarkable double-print is
now known of the current 90 Rp. stamp
(Depicting the Munot Tower, Schaffhausen).
It has now been established that the
double-print occurred in a printing of
February-April 1961 and distributed
about 1 year after the issue of this
new series. It occurs on stamp No.12
(2nd stamp of row 2) on Sheet No. 1.
At a casual glance this doubling
could be overlooked, but seen in comparison with a normal stamp, the double
printing, particularly of the word
"Helvetia" and in details of the design
is very clear.
In view of the time lag which has
occurred, the chances of finding examples are not very great; The P.T.T.
estimate the number issued at only
around 2700.
WARNING to COLLECTORS
Also in the S.B.Z. is a warning to
collectors to beware of obsolete Swiss
stamps, in singles and blocks of 4, also
'Bundesfeier' Miniature Sheets of 1940
and 'Pro Juventute' miniature sheets
with back-dated postmarks of 'Obergoldbath.' Any such items should be subjected to special scrutiny.
SWISS AIRMAL

In the same issue of the S.B.Z.(May)
is the first supplementio the Swiss
Airmail Catalogue. This includes a
number of additional items and also a
listing of first flights etc. up to
22nd Nov. 1962.

ADDITIONAL TOURIST (ANCELSg
FL .ELEN - am Vierwaldstdttersee
MAIENFELD - Perle des Bundner Herrschaft
CAMPERY - au pied des Dents-du-Midi Sports - Repos
ASCONA - Agosto-Ottobre - Settimane •
musicali

Please order Catalogues froms
Harris Publications Limited,
27, Maiden Lane, Strand, London W.C.2
N•
ti

---o O o---

class
stamps
for first
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND
EUROPE
...
Send Want Lists.
Order NEW ISSUES from ...
ZUMSTEIN
&
CIE.,
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)
P.O.B.1291, Berne 2, Switzerland

CATALOGUE

S

A

For all new issues special flights - firs}
day covers, etc.
Good stocks of all
Types of material

Send
for
approval
selections buy now while
stocks are still
available. Material
is becoming more
difficult to replenish
14, Low Lane,
Torrisholmè
MORECALBE, Lanes.

PRESIDENT:

Edward H. SPIRO
R.P. S.,L.

[- Hen. Treasurers
MR. A.J. HARDING,
31, Somerset Way,
Iver t Bucks.
NO.8

1 Hon. Secretary & Editors
MRS. E.J. RAV;NSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardenö,

Gants. Hill, Ilford, Essex.
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GO - THARD
by: E. J. RAWNSLEY

--

Hon.Exchange Pkt. etv
MR. J.H. SHORT,.
115, Peppard. Road,
Caversham t Reading..,,, _ .

.

17TH YEAR

RJAJ

Some of you were kind enough to say you enjoyed the account I wrote last
year of my adventures on the Spltigen Pass and expressed the hope that I might do
something on the same lines this year. When I set off on a coach tour across
Europe, with Lake Garda as my ultimate destination, I did not anticipate coming
across anything which would have sufficient connection with our hobby to warrant
inclusion in these pages, And then I had the most wonderful luck, for as we were
approaching Amsteg, a lovely little village in the Reuss Valley, at the foothills
of the St. Gotthard Pass, our courier, a charming young Austrian, mentioned that
the hotel at which we were to spend the nightvmas an old coaching inn.
Resulting
from this remark I later had a long talk with the proprietor, Herr Tresch, who very
kindly gave me a great deal of interesting information.
The 'Hotel Stern & Post.' has
been in the hands of the Tresch Family
for 14 generations and is, therefore,
very closely connected with the history
of this world famous road linking
Switzerland and Italy; moreover, it is
the only remaining coaching inn which
incorporates a post-office.
In olden times travellers (and
mail) came across the Lake of Lucerne -.
by boat to Fluelen and there boarded
the coach. Horses were changed every
20 miles and at the post-coach relay
stations along the route, apart from
fresh horses, provision had to be made
to supply travellers with food & rest,.
or accommodation for an over-night stay.
Before the institution of the
Federal postal service, from about
1790, the Trench family provided a postal-courier service, similar to the Fischer
Post in Bern and the Thurn & Taxis Post in Germany, while after 1849 the servioe
was maintained, but under the aegis of the Government. The relay stations along
this part of the route were at Fluelen, Amsteg, Wassen, Andermatt ... where the
famous 'Three Kings' coaching inn was destroyed by an avalanche in 1951 ... and
the top of the St. Gotthard Pass, then down the other side to Camerlata in Italy.
In the days of the post-coach the 'Stern & Post' provided stabling for 400
horses, of which about 250 belonged to the house. The coaches had teams of 5 or 6
horses which would be away for a number of days and then be returned by a coach
coming in the reverse direction from Italy. The growth of tourism in the 19th
century brought a tremendous increase in the traffic over the Gotthard, and the
journeys went on day and night; in those days, too, it went on throughout the year,
sleighs replacing the coaches when the snows came. Now the Pass is open only from
about Whitsun to the middle of November - the modern railway having rendered this
hazardous route unnecessary in the winter-time.
0•.
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The coach service was very expensive to operate. Apart from the coachman
and postilion, it could accommodate only 8 passengers: 2 behind the coachman, 4
in the main part of the coach, and 2 more at the back. With the opening of the
Gotthard railway in 1882 the era of the post-coach diminished and with it the need
for ostlers, horses and stabling.
The hotel was built in 1604, but was burned doom in 1789 and immediately
re-built. The oldest part of the house dates from this time and one of the most
interesting rooms is that formerly used by the coachmen in which to rest and have
meals. It has beautiful old tables and carved chairs, while wooden cupboards and
shelves along one wall hold pewter plates and tankards. A large square stove in
one corner provided heating, and is still used, despite the installation of modern
central heating. Many famous people have stayed at the inn, including the poet
Goethe, who visited it three times.
There are many other fascinating relics of
those stirring days. On one wall is the old
sign-board bearing the date 1788 - the year
preceding the fire. Behind the reception desk
hangs an authentic coachman's hat and a posthorn which, incidentally, is of a different
shape to that now traditionally associated with
the post, although one of this latter shape was
presented to the inn in 1949, on the occasion
of the Postal Centenary, in recognition of the
claim to have served the postal service for an
even longer period
One of the wooden chests used to carry the
mail is there, and on another wall are some
small sheets of music for the post-horn. Some
of the calls were obligatory, such as notice
of arrival and departure; another announced
the number of horses required, so that the
ostlers could have them ready, and in this way, if necessary, the coach could be
on its way again in 15 minutes. The second sheet gives the music for 'Lgndler'folk dances - which were played to cheer up the often weary passengers.
In 1949, as part of the Centenary celebrations, one of the still existing
postal coaches was driven over the Gotthard route, with coachman and passengers
wearing the clothes of a century before. The main difficulty on this occasion was
to find someone who could handle a team of 5 horses! Eventually an elderly retired Swiss Army Colonel was found who was able to act as coachman.
Practically all the other coaching inns have disappeared over the course of
the years, but although the roar of the modern motor-car has replaced the rhythmi. cal clatter of hooves, the'Hotel Stern & Post', enlarged and modernised to a very
high degree, continues its tradition of providing comfort for the traveller. And
what is even more unique, the post-office at Amsteg is still part of the hotel
premises; the present owner relinquished his office as Postmaster only on 1st June
of this year. The family still operates a private transport system from the railway station at Amsteg into the more remote Maderanerthal.
So the next time you are southward bound along the Gotthard road, do not
rush through Amsteg, bent only on seeking all that lies ahead, for this is a warm
sheltered spot, with a foaming river to delight the dye. Pause a while, sample the
traditional hospitality of the inn and see these reminders of a bygone era for
You will not be disappointed.
yourself.

WISS

AYONS

If your special interest lies
t.n Rayons or Strubelis, I may be
able to fill some of those missing
,spaces in your collection, as I
save an extensive stock of these
tissues.

LEO

STLELIS

AN

Normally I do not stock any of
the later issues, though occasionally
some of the better items or sets are
available, in which case I do not wait
for top prices before parting with them

BARE

SC H

Philatelist
Manfield House, 376-9, Strand, London, W.C.2. Tel: TEMple Bar 2135
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STUDY O THE
POSTAGE DU STAMPS
Part VI.
By JOHN M. SCHUMACHER
To complete the table given last month:
Composition of the sheets of Type I and Type II. (a) Impressed Control Mark A 9
broad form
all Type I
1 printing
1878
"
"
"
1878 - 80
2 — 3
4 -14
15 -19

"
"

87
1878
1888 - 93

"
%

" II

Type I; 99i% Type II

(b) Impressed Control Mark B9 narrow form
20 -26 printing
1894 - 02
% Type I; 99-k Type II
1%
I; 99%
" II
27
"
1902
"
28 —31
"
all Type II
1903 — 08
(c) Watermarked Large Swiss Cross
all Type II
1907 — 09
32 -34 Printing
From the 4th to the 8th printings inclusive, the stamps were printed with
frame Type II. Before the 9th printing the paper was changed from white to granite, still with control mark Type I. The 9th to 15th printings were also in frame
Type II BUT from the 16th to the 19th inclusive the printing was with Frame Types
---- I and II. Here before the start of the 20th printing the control mark on the paper
had been changed to Type II narrow form and it remained this way to the end of
the 31st printing in 1906. In the meantime, from the 20th to the 26th printing
inclusive in 1902 the frame types were still mixed, that is frame Type I and II.
Then from the 27th printing to the end of this period or design all stamps were
with frame Type II only. There was a very important change after the completion
of the 31st printing when the impressed control mark was changed to the first true
watermark, the large Swiss cross on granite paper in 1907. The printing by the
Federal Mint did not change the frame type, except they used Type. II only, but
still with normal (N) and inverted (K) frames. This paragraph gives us a good
picture of the use of mixed dies.
COLOURS
Now we arrive at the most unpleasant and difficult, the most complicated and
controversial part in the collection of the Swiss postage due stamps. That is
colours. If we could purchase a colour type chart of the original colours used
at that time it would then be a very simple matter, but none can be had. We have
to use 40% knowledge and 60% imagination to untangle the colours or shades. Sometimes it seems to me that this confusing and perplexing situation is a never—ending argument in philately. In any case we must try to do the-best we can and if
we find later on that we do have a stamp in the wrong place, we have a very simple
remedy to change it, at the cost of one little stamp hinge. Move the stamp where
you think it should fit, but your friend may not think so. You will find out that
not many collectors will agree with you on shades, but do it as you will. You
will be on your own.
Right from the start we run into difficulties. The original idea was to have
a stamp in a clean dark blue. The sample test indicated that this colour was just
what they were looking for, but once it was used in production, the stamps
came out as a clean dull blue, dull ultramarine, and ended up in the 1st printing a
dull blue Ultramarine. This same condition prevailed in the 2nd printing. In the
3rd and 4th printings we begin with a clean dull blue, changing to dull ultramarine, then to strong blue ultramarine, and ending in a dull ultramarine. The 5th
and 7th printings were all in a dull ultramarine. The 8th printing of 1881, the
5 c. only, turned out in a fine deep violet blue. The stamps printed in this
colour represent about 4% of all due stamps printed and consequently are harder to
find and higher in price. The 9th printing ended the postage due stamps in blue
shades with a clear full ultramarine.
,

At this time the Postal Authorities decided to make a change in the colour for
postage due stamps, under Government supervision, which apparently did not reckon
with the chemical reaction, changes in the dyes, and the working procedure at the
time, as the colour changed sometimes to three or four different shades in the
same printing. The colour anticipated was a clean light green, but at that time,
1883, the green existed with ingredients of poisonous products and it was then
assumed people could get sick from the influence of this poison. In fact, it did
happen in 1888; in the counting of the completed sheets some women did become ill
because of wetting their fingers in the mouth and absorbing some of the ingredients from the dye. The poison was a chromatic substance in the green due. We
...
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A STUDY OF THE POSTAGE DUE SLOPS (Continued)

must also remember that in those days manpower rather than machine power was used
and the measuring of the different proportions and the mixing were not done exactly as it should have been. A decision was then reached to mix a yellow and blue
die to get the green colour to be used.
TABLE SHOWING THE DIFFERENT PRINTINGS IN RELATION TO THE A.C.L. CATALOGUE
Impressed Control mark broad form (wide). Ordinary white paper. Numerals in blue.
1st - 8th printings 1878-1881. Blue, ultramarine blue to blue ultramarine
Granite paper. Numerals in blue.
9th printing 1881.
Ultramarine
Notes
Capital letters below denote the A.C.L. Catalogue sub-sections.
Granite paper.. Numerals in carmine
Blue-green
1883
A. 10th printing
Dull green
B. 11 - 13th printings
1884 - 86
Yellow-green*
C. 14th - 15th
1887 - 88
"
Olive -green*
D. 16th - 19th
"
1889 - 93
Impressed Control mark changing to narrow form
Olive-green*
1894 - 96
E. 20th - 21st printings
Colour of numerals changing to vermilion
1897
Clear green*
F. 22nd printing
Olive-green*
1897 - 08
G. 23rd - 31st printings
Control mark replaced by Watermark Large Crosses
Greenish-olive
A. 32nd printing
1907 - 08
B. 33rd
1908 - 09
Brownish-olive*
"
"
Greyishgreen-olive*
1909
C. 34th
* Shades:
Only main shades are giv en here. Further sub-listing is
given in the A.C. Catalogue.
NUMERAL COLOURS. Now that the colours of the stamps have been disposed of we
still have the procedure of the printing cf the value number and
the colours of the value figures on the stamps to untangle, but we will take a
short cut here and it won't be too complicated. With the changing of the colour
of the stamps the colour of the numeral had to be changed too, with the beginning
of the 10th printing in 1883. The first colour used for the numerals was a combination of vermilion and geranium lake; by adding too much geranium lake the
figures were darker and very shiny. One way to ascertain whether you have vermilion or carmine rod is to use benzine in a black tray, stamp face up, the vermilion
showing in a lighter shade than the carmine red. In the 10th printing, in 1883, or
the first with the colour change, the figures were carmine red, followed by the
11th to 14th printings in a steady dark carmine. From the 15th to 17th printings
and the 19th printing all were a dark carmine rose, while the 18th printing shows
a shiny dark carmine rose.
With the change of the control mark in the granite paper in 1894 to Type II
narrow form, printings 20 and 21 have the only complicated section of the numeral
printings, which cause us to make some difficult decisions. These two printings
started in dull carmine, followed by dark carmine, changed to shiny dark carmine
with a blotted surface; then with the 22nd printing, 1897, the colour for the
numerals was changed again to a dull vermilion red. From the 23rd to the 27th
printings inclusive, the value figures were from a light to a deep dark vermilion
red, while from the 28th to 31st printings they were dull vermilion red. The last
three printings produced all numerals in dull vermilion red. (to be continued)

MST :.ONJ
I shall be happy to be of service, whatever your requirements of Swiss Stamps
may be. From Pre-stamp covers to the latest issues I can send approval selections
for you to browse through in comparison with your collection, or I can deal with
your Want Lists from my extensive stocks.
The autumn philatelic revival will soon bo under way and you may be short of
some items for that display which is coming along.
Write NOT
...
...
...
Morecambe,
- Lanes.
14, Low Lane,
- Torrisholme, -
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After the long run of the first perforated Swiss stamps, which covered a period
of 20 years (1862-82), a now series of stamps was prepared and issued. For some
reason which has never been fully explained it was decided to use two different
designs. That for the higher values, 20 c. to 3 Fr. became one of the best loved
series, the 'Standing Helvetia', while the less attractive lower values, 2 c. to
15 c., which tend to be classed as a separate issue rather than part of the series,
has never been very popular and there is not a great deal of information on record.
The postal authorities wished to provide a simpler and cheaper process than the
embossed method used for the 'Sitting Helvetia Perf.' issue, and to avoid the
brittleness caused chiefly by the necessity to gum the paper before embossing.
Negotiations for the new issue were commenced as early as 1879, but difficulties
in the preparation of the dies delayed production until April 188 2.
The design for the lower values, the 'Cross & Figure' series, shows the Federal Cross on a vertically lined background in the upper half of a rectangular frame,
surmounted by a semi-circular band with the inscription 'HELVETIA' in antique block
type. The lower half of the frame is filled with a white, oblong, ornamented tablet bearing the figure of value. The upper part of the frame and both sides bear
the inscription 'FRANCO' on a white label. The stamps were typographed.
The original die was prepared by the engraver Burger of Bern. The exact
design was cut in relief in steel and from this a number of blocks were made in
brass at the Federal Mint. In order to preserve the original die the Mint prepared a number of the steel dies in relief and these were used for the preparation
of the separate brass blocks. The less frequently used values: 3, 12 & 15 c. were
printed in sheets of 100 (10 rows of 10) from plates made by fitting 100 separate
brass blocks into a solid frame, while the remaining values: 2, 5 & 10 c. were
from 200 blocks, i.e. 2 panes of 100. In the case of the 100 blocks the paper
passed through the machine 4 times for the complete printing, but only twice for
the 200 block sheet. According to the records, during a printing of the 2, 5 &
10 c. stamps in the 80s, a small consignment was found to have been printed with
the iron bars forming the frame slightly raised, so that they received colour
together with the plate and produced a coloured border round the stamps.
To begin with the printing contract was given to the firm of Stgmpfli & Co. of
Bern, but from the summer of 1906 the work was underta k en by the newly constructed
Federal Mint on new machines built specially for the purpose. It should be noted,
however, that from 1882 to 1906, although the printing was done by a private firm,
the gumming and perforating were done at the Mint.
The perforating method in use at that time was as follows: 1-3 sheets (100 300 stamps) were perforated at a time. The sheets were placed in a special frame
which, in turn, was placed between 2 sheets of brass, the upper one carrying the
pins, arranged to pass accurately into corresponding holes in the lower plate.
The machine was closed by means of a lever and the pins pressed through the sheets
into the holes in the lower plate. The Federal Mint had 4 power-driven perforating machines, and 3 different kinds of perforating plates were used, necessitated
by the fact that the dimensions of the paper in different printings were liable to
variation and these variations had to be met by adjustments in the perforating.
The cause may have been partly due to unequal moistening of the paper or to irregularities in quality and thickness, which could cause a difference of one half to
a whole tooth per stamp. This may also account for some of the poor centreing
which is to be found.
The perforation used for the majority of this issue was ill, while from 188291 it was mainly 112 x 12.
The 2 c. value may be found with a plain background to the cross instead of
the vertical lines, caused by the quality of the particular delivery of paper an d
to heavy inking.
Two colour changes occurred: the 5 c. maroon was changed to green as a result
of the regulations of the U.P.U. Conference at Washington on 15th June 1897, which
provided for the adoption of uniform colours for certain rates. At the same time
the 15 c. was changed from yellow to lilac.
Some rare examples of 5 c. and 15 c. values have been found tete-beche (ref.
article on "Uncatalogued 'Tete-Becher Pairs" by M. L. Moore - H.N.L. July 1958)
E.J.R.
Further articles, for publication in our 'Helvetia News Letter' are urgently, •
required. May we have some new volunteers, please? Some of you may have side-.
lines of an unusual nature - accounts of these will be welcome (Swiss of course!)
ED.
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LONDON GROUP: Hon.Secs Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley,
32, Ethelbert Gdns.,Gants Hi1l,ILFORD,Ex,
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Lum,LANCS GROUP: Hon.Sec: A. Gullis,
1961

Oct. 9th: General Display Mr.L.E.Lister
Nov. 13th: ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Dec. 11th: Three Members Get TogetherMessrs.Hewson, Short & Slate

5th: Airmails
22nd: Visit to Bradford P.S.
2nd: Chairman's Display
7th: Swiss National Exhibition
Issue's
Jan. 8th: 'Strubelis' - Mr.P.C. Turton
l2.64
Jan, 4th: Internment Camp & Military
Feb. 12th: 'Standing Helvetia' - Display
Mail
by Dr. K. Strauss
IFeb. 1st: Shield with Emblem, 1924
Mar. 11th: Social Evening - More Swiss
U.P.U. & 1932 Disarmament
Films - to be arranged by
Issues
Mr. A.J. Harding
Mar. 7th: Highsted Cup Competition
Apr, 8th: ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION
'Apr. 4th: Postage Dues, Tax Marks and
May 13th: Items from my Collection 'Nachnahme'
Mr. E. Lienhard
Apr. 25th: Y.P.A. Convention - Bradford
All meetings on 2nd Wednesday in each
May '2nd: A.G.M. & Members' Displays
month from 6.30-8.30 p.m. at Kingsway
All meetings on first Saturday in the
Hall, Kingsway, London W.C.2. Visitors
month at 2.30 p.m. at the residence of
welcome.
Mr. J.N. Highsted, 4 Park View Road,
DID YOU KNOW IT IS REPORTED THAT ...
Heaton, Bradford.
... the 1963 Propaganda stamps have had
SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
an unusual success. By early June 5 & 10o.
1. International Red Cross Exhibition,
--values were already being 'rationed' by the
Geneva. 15 Aug. - 15 Sept. Cancel
Philatelic Service and could no longer be
supplied in quantity, only in complete sets? showing lamp and cross: 'GENEVE EXPOSITION INTERNATIONAL DE LA CROIXthis year the 'Europa' stamp will con- ROUGE 1863-1963 - 15.VIII.63.
sist of only one value, 50 c.?
2. Jubilee Congress of Red Cross,
.., among items in a French collection exGeneva, 28 Aug. - 10 Sept. Cancel
hibited at the PTT Postal Museum was a mined as above but reading: 'CONGRES DU
franking, Swiss &French stamps, posted on the CENTENAIRE DE LA CROIX-ROUGE INTERNATmail coach, probably at Verri6res?
IONALE 1863-1963 - 28.VIII.63.
'3. Jubilee Philatelic Exhibition,Chur.
In September and October will be
31 Aug. & 1 Sept. An attractive
}
ublished the new Catalogues ..,
;;commemorative postmark in ornamental
iscript: 'CHUR - JUBILUUMS-BRIEFMARKENI AUSSTELLUNG - 30.8 -- 1.9 1963'.
LIECHTENSTEIN NEW ISSUES: The following
â
ill be issued on 26th August:
tjr
a) Centenary of Red Cross (vert.26 x
36 mm).
1 9 6 3
EUROPE
20 Rp. Angel - greon/yell.green/
red/light grey
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1964
80 Rp. Epiphany - violet/red/light
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
grey
XVIITH EDITION
1 Fr. Family - Ultramarine/greyblue/red, light grey
Please order Catalogues from ..
b Europa 1963 (horiz. 36 x 26 mm.)
Harris Publications Limited
50 Rp. Greek architectural elements
27, Maiden Lane, Strand, London, W.C.2.
- ultramarine/ochre/pink/
grey-blue
---o0o--c) Freedom from Hunger (horiz. 36x26mm)
50 Rp. Bread & Milk - Brown-red/
dark broom/violet
stamps
G,
first
class
For
Designers: a) Louis Jager, Vaduz
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND
b) & c) Georg Malin, Mauren
EUROPE ...
Send Want - Lists
i Printed by Courvoisier S.A. in roto1
heliogravure
•.•
Order NEW ISSUES from
7i
A special cancellation will be used
on
26th
August.
&.
CIE
ZUMSTEIN
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)
P.O.B.1291, Berne, Switzerland

S

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks.

,

I

r tt.Ci b114L T

I Hon. Treasurer:
MR. A. J. HARDING
31, Somerset Way
Ivor, Bucks.

No.9

Hon. Seoretary & Editor
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Cants . Hill, Ilford, Essex
:

Hon.Ex.change Pkt. Sgptsi
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham, Reading. .
.........
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A AND

17TH YEAR

STA\/PS

Full details of the new stamps, issued on 16th September, as advised in our
'Stop Press' item last month, are as follows:
1. 'EUROPA CEPT' 1963
CEPT (the Conference europeenne des administrations des postes et des telecommunications) has advised its member administrations to issue stamps with a
picture subject, and suggested that the design of the Norwegian artist s Prof.
Arne Holm, Trondheim, should be chosen for the stamps.
Value:
50 c.
Printing:
Rotogravure by
Design: Interlaced lines forming 4
Courvoisier S.A.
squares showing the letters
Size: 29 x 24 mm. (26 x 21 mm)
' CEPT'
Paper: White, with red and blue
Colours: Blue/ochre/grey
fibres
Designers: Prof. Arne Holm, Trondheim,
No. of shoots.per form: 2 (A & B
adapted by Bernhard Reber, Bern. No. of stamp per sheet: 50
The stamps will be on sale from 16th September as long as stocks last.
The
usual first-day commemorative cancellation states simply 'BERN - AUSGABETAG 1 6. SEPT. 63', and a special cover was also available.
2. Special Stamps for 'EXPO' LAUSANNE 1964
)

Also on 16th September four special stamps were issued, dedicated to the Swiss
National Exhibition to be held in Lausanne from 30th April to 25th October 1964,
with the object of publicising this event and to give a symbolic expression to its
motto: 'Switzerland on the threshold of a new era'.
Values &
10 c. EXPO emblem - green/olive
Pierre Monnerat, Lausanne
Designers: 20 c.
"
"
- red/broom
50 c. 'Outlook' - blue/grey/red * ,
75 c.. 'Insight' - violet/grey/red*) Armin Hofmann, Basel
* Symbols for the position of Switzerland in the modern world.
Printing:
Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
Stamp sizes 36 x 26 mm.
Picture size: 33 x 23 mm.
Paper:
White, lightly coated, with red and blue fibres
of sheets per form cylinder: 4 (A,B,C,D)
No.of stamps per-sheet:
25
The stamps will be on sale from 16th Sept. 1963 as long as stocks last, but not
longer than 31st Oct. 1964, at all regular post-offices, mobile post-offices and
special post-offices of the Exhibition, and will be sold in place of ordinary
stamps of the same value, unless the latter are expressly asked for.
A commemorative cover, with a vignette of the exhibition symbol, was issued, and
the first day cancellation was the same as for the 'Europa' issue.
3. Postcards with small picture, 1963 issu e
Those who are interested in postal stationery may like to know that a new set
of 10 c. postcards with dark green impression and pictures size 56 x 52 mm. were
issued on 16th Sept. The cards are printed by photogravure and will be obtainable on and after this date in complete sets of 32 cards (a 1 sheet, cut) from the
At post-offices the new cards will
P.T.T. Philatelic Agencies at Fr.3.20 per set.
be available only after stocks of current cards are exhausted, which in most cases
will not be until several months after the date of issue.
OPENING MEETING of the Autumn Session in LONDON - WEDNESDAY, October 9th,
GENERAL SWISS DISPLAY by Mr. L.E. Lister.
6.30 p.m.
...
We look forward to a full attendance and to meeting new members

at
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A STUD

POSTAGL D

E STAMPS
Part VII

by John M. Schumacher
Finally consideration must be given to the question of

GUMS The sheets being printed, the next step is to get the gum on the sheets. A
few years ago I wrote to a friend in Switzerland asking him if he could find
out how the gum was manufactured and how it was put on the sheets. He did, and
But first we
below I pass the information along to you just as I received it.
have to realise that the 1880's were in a way a primitive age in comparison to
our well developed and efficient machine age and high production of to-day. When
we read of some of their primitive accomplishments we wonder how they did it.
on the 1st to 7th printings the gumming was handled by Albert Escher, founder
of the Federal Mint, and from the 8th printing onwards the Federal Mint itself
took over the work. In 1906 this work was so advanced that they only used 7.6 kg.
of gum or glue for 1000 sheets of 400 stamps; the gum-applying machine was purchased from Friedrich Heim & Co. of Offenbach a/Main, Germany. Until 1908 the
gum was applied after the printing of the sheets. In April 1908 an experiment
was undertaken to gum the sheets before the printing. This experiment was in the
charge of the Paper Manufacturing Co., Oberhansly (on granite paper from the
Paper Mfg. Co. on the Sihl); this method was a great success but was never used
on the printing of this design. On the other hand, if we happen to see one of
these stamps that we know is a genuine copy, it may be bought at a very reasonable price.
Here is the procedure for making the gum and applying it to the sheets;
"Ingredients needed - Pure Arabian Gum(sand-free) and potato dextrin (tasteless).
When the water is 100 deg. warm add 10 kg of Arabian gum and 2 kg of dextrin;stir
continuously for 35 to 40 minutes and keep removing scum with a fine sieve; when
ready empty liquid contents through a hair sieve into another pot;fill the special
pot conveniently situated at the top of the gum-applying machine. Two men are
needed for the work, one to set the sheets into the machine, the other to take
them out & place the wet sheets on a wire conveyor belt which passes over heated
steam-pipes to dry, taking about 15 minutes; the dry sheets are flattened out or
ironed out and set into bundles with cardboard between each bundle and set under
a hydraulic press for 12 hours."
The cutting of the sheets and the perforating of the 1st to 7th printings inclusive was performed by Albert Esther, and from the 8th printing on by the Mint.
The perforation was in block perfs of 114, the exact reading being 11.69 x 11.67
which is very near the 11.75. Unfortunately 80+ of the stamps printed in the let
printing were off-centre one way or the other, which was better in the 2nd & 3rd
printings and improved in each printing as time went by.
From time to time the Postal
iy
Authorities made proofs of different printings for their own use.
In 1878-1897 remants_; of the let to
i,
4th, 9th, 10th and 15th to 22nd
!
i1
it
printings were hand-stamped either
i
AN
in black, blue or violet 'SPECIMEN'
in different sizes, diagonally from
the lower left corner to the top
right corner, which were sent to
foreign Postal Authorities as
A fascinating subject which 1
i!
samples of the design in use and
very few-collectors have the q
for advertising ur oses.
^j
opportunityto study - simply because so
in 1891 the Postal Authorities
iiordeStifmpl&Co. rinthe!l matrisev nothmarke
i
word 'SPECIMEN' in black or red, in !It has always been my aim to keep good
rom
those
costing
a
few
shillings!!
ii
9
horizontal line either on the
to the Z50 items. I shall be very pleased! !
bottom half or top half of the
stamp on remants of the 1st to 4th, to
^^ submit a varied selection on request.
it
Collectors interested in other!;
6th to 10th and 12th to 16th print- it
Lpecialised fields of Swiss collecting ar0
ings. These could be bought from
the larger post offices for COLLECT^ralso invited to contact me - there is al- i1i
i.
ways something to suit all tastes.
-ING PURPOSES. This printing conII
sisted of 25,200 copies followed
A. S, D.A.i
H.L. KATCHER )
^! BPA. PTA.
(
in 1903 by 2,000 copies of the 24th i
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LIMITED
it
to 26th printings with different
151 Park Rd. London,N 8 'Tel: J'UNi per 0616iE
sized 'SPECIMEN' on the stamps. All g
cancelled 'SPECIMEN' stamps in existence were cancelled for the asking and as they never had any valid postal powe
(To be continued).
trPRP nand stamps are ABSOLUTELY WORTHLESS.
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y Andre Nussbaum

Part V.
The more we search into the realm of actual facts, the more do their apparent
contradictions arise. Yet the explanation is often as simple as it is surprising,
and in the case of the problem of the framed cross of the Rayöns, it is only necessary to accept and remember the facts already established:- the four original stones
for the black printing of the Rayon II , Rayon I, Poste Locale and very probably
also the Ortspost, all, as we know, had the cross completely framed from the very
beginning right up to being taken out of service -- that is, the frame-lines were
drawn on the original stones. at the same time as the other parts of the design on
all the 40 original types, and during the whole period of their use were never removed. More important, where the frame-lines are missing on the actual stamps, it
merely means that they were removed at some time from the printing stones concerned .
Let us see what Dr. Munk can tell us further:
"Neue Wege", page 110

"All the seven printing stones of the Rayon II originally had complete framelines around the Cross, but they were erased some time immediately after the
transfer was completed. Numerous sub-types (fields) from all the Rayon II stones
appear with only traces of the frame. The existence of Rayon II stamps with complete frame-lines is explained by the possibility that in the early runs of certain groups of 40 from particular printing stones a few sheets were inadvertently
issued before the frame lines were removed. In proof of this, of all the known
sub-types with complete frame-line, I have comparable copies without trace of the
frame, and these are even from the rather later stones of the Rayon II."!
In a similar manner, the frame-lines from the respective printing-stones of the
Rayon I were removed at some time, with the exception of one certain stone from
at least two that were put into use at the time of the change of colour in March
1851. The frame-lines on this particular stone wore removed only a short time
after the change of the two-colour printing, which explains the occasional
appearance of the Rayon I Light blue with complete frame. To be able to pronounce with any certainty on the latter, it is necessary to know the same sub types, that is to say the same field of the same printing stone with complete
frame-line, both of the dark blue and of the light blue.
On the other hand, it is quite possible that theLsod dark blue Rayon I already
mentioned with early dates of Oct. 30th & 31st and 9th Nov. 1850 are not from
this but already from an earlier stone normally without the frame-line. In this
case it would be the same as with the Rayon II with complete frame-line; that
there were a very few wrongly distributed early printings from these stones.
This becomes evident as soon as we know with certainty the corresponding printing
stones & sub-types of the Rayon I. It is now established that the first stones
used for the printing of the light blue Rayon I likewise had framed crosses
originally, as the later Rayon stones still contained numerous fields or subtypes with remnants of the partially removed frame, or with traces of its erasure .
"New

Wege

",

Page 120

".After we have once more noted that the printing stones of the Rayon II at first
all had framed crosses immediately after the transfer from the original stone
and that stamps showing the complete frame-lines are attributed to the issue of
the first runs printed from them, the question arises as to whether they were
actually distributed in error. This is of fundamental importance and is the
basis on which the assumptions on this point have hither-to been based. The
position is that the Rayon II with complete frame-line belong to two different
printing stones - stones Al and A3 - and, as we shall see, their date of first
use is not even sequent. Therefore, we might close on this matter by mentioning
that it is most probable that the Post Department (or more properly, the Durheim
Printing Works, who obviously supplied the stamps ready packed), made no difference between those sheets with or without the frame-lines, so long as they did
not go into the waste."
(To be continued )

-
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* * * 14, Low Lane, MORECAMBE, LANCS

What do you collect? Stamps, of course .. but mint, used or both? Blocks of
four? Airmails .. off and on cover, First Flights? Or are you making a special
study of any issue? .. Strubelis, Sitting Helvetia Perf., Standing Helvetia? The
'Pro Patria' or 'Pro Juventuto series?
Whatever your requirements I can be of assistance to you. Material gladly
sent on approval to 'Helvetia' members, or according to '.Wants Lists.
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YORKS/LANCS GROUP: Hon.Sec. A.Gullis,
3, Bowood Road, Elland,Yorks.
On July 17th Mr.J.N. Highsted,
'permanent' Vice-Chairman of the Group,
provided a wonderful evening entertainment to more than 60 members of the
Hull Philatelic Society. The display,
which consisted of several hundred
sheets, was mainly of the 'out-of-the
way' items, rather than just stamps:
Printed Stationery, Registration
Labels, Hotel and Railway Posts, and a
whole host of collectable items which
are rarely seen. Two valued members of
the 'Helvetia' Society belong to the
Hull P.S., Miss V.Dales & Mr. H. Thompson, but others are interested in Swiss
material and it is hoped that more may
join as a result of Mr. Highsted's excellent display showing the many facets
of Swiss philately.
The Autumn Session of the Yorks Group
opens on Saturday, October 5th, with a
display Of 'Airmails'.
Not often do we have the chance to
meet any of our overseas members, and
it was with very great pleasure that I
met Mr.& Mrs.J.Pascoe Taylor of Vancouver both at the beginning & end of
their 3 months' visit to Europe, naturally including some time spent in
Switzerland. Despite the temperamental
weather they enjoyed it all immensely &
are already talking of a return visit
some time in the future, which we hope
they will achieve.
E.J.R.
In September and October will be
published the new Catalogues ...

1 9 6 3
EUROPE
SWITZERLAND'LIECHTENSTEIN 1964
SWITZERLAND / LIECHTENSTEIN
SPECIALISED. XVIITH EDITION
Please order Catalogues from:
Harris Publications Limited
27, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2.
.••

For first class stamps
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND
EUROPE ...
Send Want Lists
Order NEW ISSUES from ...
CIE
&
ZUMSTEIN
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)
P.O.B.1291, Berne, Switzerland.
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'CATALOGUE TIME is here again
appropriately to coincide with the Autumn
resumption of philatelic activity. Your
attention is drawn to the following:
Zumstein 'EUROPE' Catalogue 1964 4 47th Edn.
This is the ideal guide for those who
collect the stamps of several European
countries, since it covers all issues,also
miniature sheets & other sections omitted
from some catalogues. The latest edition,
bound in yellow cloth, comprises 1650 pages
of clear type, with 22,000 illustrations
& more than 124,000 prices.
Shortages of material, due to the everincreasing popularity of stamp collecting,
have resulted in upward trends in values.
A thorough revision of prices according to
the current market ensures that this new
edition is a trustworthy price-list as well
as an invaluable guide for philatelists.
Supplements to the catalogue are publish
-ed regularly in the Berner BriefmarkenZeitung.
For those not familiar with the German
language an excellent dictionary of philatelic terms in German-English (and other
languages) is available.
Small ZUMSTEIN Catalogue of SWITZERLAND LIECHTENSTEIN 1964
A handy 104 page catalogue covering all
the stamps of Switzerland including Telegraph & Railway stamps etc., Campione
d'Italia and Liechtenstein.
The above are available from Harris
Publications Ltd., 27 Maiden Lane, Strand,
London, W.C.2. as follows:
EUROPE Catalogue .. 48/- + 2/6 postage.
"
With thumb index .. 54 + 2/6
"
.. 2 6 + 3d.
Dictionaries
"
Small Zumstein
.. 2/6 + 6d.
MtILLER Catalogue SWITZERLAND--LIECHTENSTEIN_
19649 33rd Edition
As always the Moller Specialised Catalogue maintains its high standard. All
issues are fully covered & illustrated,
including major varieties, & prices for
stamps of both countries have been brought
up-to-date. Two new innovations are the
inclusion of prices for used blocks of 4
from 1907 onwards, & also reproductions of
PTT First Day cancels from 1948, both of
which will be of great assistance to collectors. The catalogue costs Sw.Fr. 3.50
(plus postage) & is available in the U.K.
from Harris Publications at 8/- + 10d.
osta_e.
SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS:
1.

Centenary of the Swiss Alpine Club

A special cancel will be used in Interlaken on 29th September.
2. Conference des Radiocommunications
spatiales UIT, Geneve 1963.
During the period of the Conference,
7th Oct to 8th Nov. a special cancel will
be used in Geneva.

P RESIDENT:

Edward H. L.^
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Hon. Treasurer:
E MR. A.J. HARDING,
31, Somerset Way,
Iver, Bucks.
No.10

L ITER 1)00\

NEWS

Hon. Secretary & Editor:
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Gants Hill y Ilford, Essex.
.

OCTOBER

Hon.Exchange Pkt. Supt:
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham, Reading.

19 63

17TH YEAR

SURP RISE ANNOUNCEMENT
In accordance with the Society's Rules N 0 T I C E is
BY THE P.T.T.
hereby given that the
On 11th October it
j`jj`j!JA
was disclosed that an
experiment is being
WILL BE HELD ON WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13TH, 1963 (2nd..
made in the automatic
Wednesday) at 6.45 p.m. prompt, at Kingsway Hall,
sorting of mail by means Kingsway, London, W. C. 2.
of luminescent stamps.
For this purpose the
AGENDA
current stamps of the
1. Minutes of the A.G.M. held on November 14th, 1962.
following values: 5,
2. Matters arising from the Minutes
10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 50,
3.
Chairman's Address
& 80 Rp. have been
4.
REPORT
by the Hon. Secretary
issued on white paper
Hon.
Treasurer's
REPORT & STATEMENT OF:ACCOUNTS
5.
with violet threads and
(A
copy
of
the
Balance
Sheet is enclosed)
containing a phosphor6.
Hon.
Packet
Superintendent's
REPORT
s ént substance.
ELECTION
of
Officers
&
Members
of the Society's
7.
Te experimen
t is at
=
Committee
for
1963/64
present limited to the
'8. Any other business
city of Bern and its
immediate surroundings.
for the Election of Officers
Post Offices were issued NOMINATIONS: Nominations
Members of the Committee, i.e. Chairand
with the new stamps to
be put into use as stocks man, Vice-Chairman, Hon.Secretary, Hon.Treasurer, Hon.
.
of current stamps became Pkt. Superintendent, Hon.Auditor and (not exceeding)
TWELVE
members
of
the
Committee,
should
be
sent
to
the
exhausted. The earliest Hon. Secretary, Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley, to reach her not
date of use was Oct.3rd.
later than Tuesday, November 12th.
Since the innovation
RESOLUTIONS: Any Member desiring to move a Resolution
is purely experimental
or Motion at the A.G.M. must give NOTICE
no arrangements were mad
in
WRITING,
enclosing
the text of the Resolution, to the
to provide first day
Hon.
Secretary,
before
the opening of the A.G.M.
cancellations etc. Nor
will these stamps be
After the business meeting, which is expected to
issued in the meantime
last
about an hour, Members are invited to bring along
tete-beche, in booklets
some
of their 'RECENT ACQUISITIONS' for display.
or in coils.
The stamps and cards
MEMBERS ARE REQUESTED TO MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO ATTEND
are obtainable, mint or
THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING and are invited to put forard
used, from P.T.T. Philcriticisms or suggestions which will help to improve the
atelic Agencies in Bern. running of the Society and the facilities which are
and Basle in the usual
available to its members.
way.
E.J. RAWNSLEY (Hon. Secretary) E.C. SLATE
Chairman

! arj`J .x., ,\L

`^^^

r^1s`1

SPECIAL CANCELLATION:
PREPARATORY TECHNICAL CONFERENCE ON EIULOYMENT - held in the Palais des Nations, Geneva, from 30th September to 18th October. The special cancellation used
during the Conference depicted symbols of work - a globe, chimney and wheel, with
the inscription: 'GENEVE - 30.IX.63 - CONFERENCE TECHNIQUE PREPARATIVE SUR
L'EMPLOI'.
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POS'AGE D JE J AM PS
by John M. Schumacher

Conclusion.

SPECIMEN PRINTINGS

Actually this concludes our study of Swiss postage due stamps. But there were
some special printings in different years for special purposes, and these should
be mentioned and added to a study of Swiss postage due stamps. In fact, as the
printings were on the stamps we have been discussing, these stamps are a very important group for the serious collector of expensive material. There would be a
lot more to write on these 'SPECIMEN' stamps but as they are complicated and the
prices extremely high we will let the big fellow at the top worry about them.
This concludes the study of the first design of the Swiss postage due stamps,
describing the important points of printing procedure, white and granite paper,
control mark and watermark, frame types, ahades of colour on stamps and the numer
als
For the specialist there are, however, the usual never-ending other varieties
in different forms, sizes and shapes, to look for, which I don't even dare to
mention in this article.
An average collector would find this type of collecting
so complicated and discouraging that he wouldn't even begin to collect the major
varieties of this design. If any collector, after reading this article, would
like to start to collect the Swiss postage due stamps I would recommend the follow
-ing stamps - all used - as per The Amateur Collector Catalogue numbers:
1878-82 White Paper (Frame Type I) lc - 9c & (Frame Type II) 3IIc - 91Ic

Expect some trouble on a few values.
1882-83 Granite Paper. Trouble to find 12-14. They are quite expensive.
188 3 -84 Blue-green. Figures car m ine: 17A - 22A. Generally hard to find as

stocks are small.
1887-88 Bright yellow-green. Figures carmine: 17C - 22C. Supplies: Low values

easy, high values fair.
1889-93 Figures carmine: Pale olive: 16Da - 22Da; Dark olive: 16Bd - 22 Dd

Supplies easy.
Vermilion figures: Pale olives 15Ga - 22Ga; Dark olive: 15Gc - 22Gc
All values except 500C. easy.
Cheap but tricky to find.
1909-1910 Large Cross Watermark: 23B - 26B.
From
here
on
your
troubles
are over with small exceptions
1910
Nos. 29 - 37.
1916-1924 A good set to complete: 38 - 41
1924-1936 Easy.
42 - 49
1937'
The most difficult of the moderns: 50 - 53
Watch for the 25c, which may take some finding: 54 — 61
Switzerland discontinued the use of postage due stamps and they now
use regular postage stamps as dues,
obliterated with hand-struck large
doubled-lined 'T' (scarce) or smaller
THE MANUSCRIPT FOR THE
'T' in circle (easier). These are
AMATEUR COLLECTOR' S
fully listed in the Amateur Collector
Catalogue as Nos. 'T' lA - 'T' 52A and
1964 SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE
tTt 1B - 'T' 52B. Some values are
IS NOW AT THE PRINTERS
common while others are very awkward
to find. Particularly search for
commemoratives with these hand-struck
Hardened as I am to rising market
obliterations. They are short-lived,
trends
I was nevertheless staggered at the
in great demand and hard to come by.
unprecedented number of price rises in this
All these stamps would
year's edition.
make a splendid specialised collect
Old stocks permitting I shall continion with the changing designs and
ue
to
sell at pre-1964 Catalogue prices
colours - the sets are not too long,
until the finished catalogue arrives from
but it would need quite a little work
the printers.
and patience to complete.
MAKE USE OF
THE SENSIBLE COLLECTOR
To sum up, here is a list
THE VERY FEW REMAINING WEEKS TO FILL AS
of all printed postage due stamps
MANY GAPS AS HIS BUDGET PERMITS.
from 1878 to 1909:
A. Whi
1,362,875 copies
1 c.
t,
A.S.D.A
)
1,548,850
( H.L. KATCHER
BPA. PTS.
22 c.
3 c.
988,475
"
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR, LTD.
"
3,541,000
5 c.
151, Park Road, London, N.W.8.
6,663,775
10 C.
6,356,150
Tel: JUNiper 0616
20 c.
3,302,750
50 c.
" (Cont. P.45
1897-1908
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By Andre Nussbaum

Continuing the observations of Dr. Munk:
"Neue Weoe", per" 127

Page 45

RMNC OF
TH E
[' Fart
CROS

"The Poste Locale appears to have been printed with the framed cross up
to mid-1851 - for rather more than a year, because letters bearing the stamp without frame-lines are known dated 29th June, 8-9-16-25th July 9 17th & 20th September,
16th October, and 1st & 29th November 1851 - that is from the middle until the
end of 1851 when this value was officially withdrawn. Of these used copiés at
least three-quarters are already cancelled with the Federal grille."
With the reminder that all the printing stones definitely had the frameline around the cross at the time of their preparation, and that all stamps without the frame-line are due to its subsequent erasure, the whole puzzle of the
Framed Cross is solved. Why they were removed at varying times from the printing
stones we can only conjecture, but it would appear that it was done on grounds of
printing technology. Then comes the further question - why, in the case of the
Rayon I and Rayon II was it not done right from the start, that is at the time of
drawing the design on the master-stones instead of transferring them to the printing stones and then apparently almost immediately erasing them before the main
printing run commenced.
Dr. Munk offers the following points in evidence:
'Neue Weze", p.ec 132
"1. The frame-lines were drawn neither because of artistic nor printing considerations, but they had a purely lithographic purpose, which was fulfilled
immediately the printing stones were completed, and after that they were superfluous. They had as little to do with the final design as the so-called
'dividing lines' and were merely to afford greater ease in preparation of the
stones.
This 'lithographic purpose' might well have been in fact to obtain the
2,
best possible register between the relative original stones for the black, thé
red and the background printing, so that all corresponded in the final design,
but by the time the transfer stage was reached there were most probably other
aids to alignment,
Because of the varying spacing and positioning of the groups on each
3.
'printing stone', all the related stones for the black, the red and the background must again have been brought into alignment, whereas later the exact
centering was dispensed with. (In this connection we should remember that a
complete proof sheet of the two-colour 'Neuchatel' is known with complete frame
around the Cross, while the issued stamps have no frame-line at all, and notone
example exists with the slightest trace of the frame.)"
If these assumptions are conclusive, the shaded frame-line around the
Cross of the 'Ortspost' after the unshaded Cross of the 'Poste Locale' was the
one single attempt in the whole series to combine artistic and technical considerations by turning what was fundamentally a lithographic aid to good account by improving and enlivening the final appearance of the printed stamp.
The removal of the shaded frame-lines from the first printing stone of the
'Ortspost' soon afterwards suggests that they were a mistake - or even a hindthis had been discovrance - from the printing point of view, and because
ered, the unshaded frame-lines were purposely re-introduced with the possible
intention to have them erased again after transfer from the already prepared
printing stones of the Rayon I and Rayon II.
(To be concluded)

A STUDY OF THE POSTAGE DUE
100 c.
2,567,500
500 c.
968,425
Total
3 7 , 199,6 0 0
B. Granite Pa
2 9 750,000
1 c.
3 c.
794,000
5 c.
29,960 9 000
10 c.
22 9 762 9 600
20 c.
21,863 9 550
7,910,250
50 c.

ISSUES (Cont
copies
9

"
er
copies
"
"

B. Granite Paper (Cont).
6,589,400 copies
100 c.
500 c.
2,565,775
Total
86,016,975
"
The grand total of actual printed
stamps was 115 9 148 9 000 copies of which a
total of 113, 216 9 575 copies were accepted
by Postal Authorities at a printers loss
of 1.7% on all printings
The total face value of these stamps
was 44,340 9 860.50 Swiss francs.
THE END
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YORKS/LANCS GROUP ö Hon. Sec. A. Gullis 9
LONDON GROUP: Hon.SecsMrs.E.J. Rawnsley,
3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks.
32, Ethelbert Gardens 9 Gants Hill,Ilford.
The first autumn meeting on Oct.5th
Despite the unavoidable absence of
attracted a goodly number of members to a
one or two 'regulars', the opening
joint study and display of 'AIRMAILS' to
meeting was well attended, and all
which the Chairman (Dr. Richie) and
present thoroughly enjoyed the display
Messrs. Gilchrist, Gosling, Hoyle, Highs -tvd, given by Mr. L.E.Lister of Worthing.
Robertshaw and Tyreman contributed.
An unusual start was made by a
Special stamps, vignettes, labels and
number of sheets of Cantonal forgerieS°,
postmarks marking the development of Swiss some, notably those by Fournier, were
air--posts were shown, marking a period
exceedingly good, others very obvious.
which, in the absence of air-stamps today,
Then came representative sheets of
is important in Swiss Postal History
all the various issues from Rayons to
Commencing with early flight covers
moderns, including many mint copies of
of 1913 (Basel-Liestal of March 9th and
the 'Standing Helvetia', and a detailBern-Burgdorf of March 30th) the display
ed (and prize winning) study of the
went on with the special flights of 19241900 U.P.U. with excellently drawn
1927 etc. The first air-stamp proper (the sketches of flaws, retouches etc.
propeller overprint of 1919) appeared in
The Pro Juventute, Pro Patria and
various forms - both values were shown in
Airmail issues were all included and
mint blocks of 4, in singles m. & u. and
the whole provided an excellent sursome on cover, usually in combination with vey of Swiss stamp issues.
other values. It had been hoped to stage
Shortage of space has prevented
a practical demonstration on detection of
mention
of recent SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS
the forgery of this stamp, but only one
'genuine forgery' was forthcoming!
Zurich 1 Zurich Herbstschau 1963
A most remarkable collection of flight
11.VIII to 30.IX
covers to all parts of the world provided
Lausanne 14-22.IX
440 Comptoir Suisse
great interest and appropriately the disBasler Freilichtspiele - Tell - Basel 2
play ended with strips of the 'Pro Aero'
Internat. Amateur-Jazz Festival of 1963 with the decorative top border,
Zurich 22 to 14.11
thus completing '50 Years of Swiss Airmails' Internationale Pferdesporttage
St. Gallen 1, to 1. IX
TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS:
VI. Wedelskikurse Zermatt - to 20.111
FLUELEN am VierwaldstHttersee
Rallye International des Veterans Neuchatel 1
MAIENFELD - Perle der Blindner Herrschaft
CHAJV ERY - au pied des Dents-du-Midi
Fete do la Montre - Braderie - La Chaux
-de-Fonds 1
Sports - Repos
ASCONA - Agosto-0ttobre-Settimane
Britische Wochen & Industriemesse Zurich 1 & 50
Musicale
Septembre musical - Montreux 15.VIIEVOLENE - Soleil-oxygene-silence
30.IX
INS - Heimat von Albert Anker
Son et Lumi6re - Sion 1,15.VII-31.VIII
OLMA St.Gallen - St.Gallen 1,2.9-20.10
The long-awaited new Catalogues
Festival internazionale del jazzhave now been published;
Lugano 1 to 19.IX.
25e anniversaire Concours internat.
t
t
r
d'execution musicale - Geneva to 5.X
Fete des Vendanges Morges- Morges
Fete des Vendanges Neuchatel -Neuchatel
EUROPE
1 9 6 4
Korpsdefilee Dffbendort - Bern, Basel,
Aarau, Zurich, St.Gallen,18.9 - 16.10
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1963
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
XVIITH EDITION
is the Spice of Life - so 'tis
said
- so why not add spice to
Please order Catalogues from
your
collection & enhance its
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.
appearance
by the inclusion of
27, Maiden Lane, Strand, London, W. C. 2.
some of the interesting varieties
to be found on Swiss stamps??
first
class
for
stamps
Selections of material
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE
will be sent on request
SEND WANT LISTS
Write now to:
ORDER NEW ISSUES FRO
-

-

-

VtvR1FTY

.

ZUMSTEIN
&
C I
Propr. Hertsch & Co.,
P.O.B. 1291
Berne 2, Switzerland

J

v.

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, Lancs.

Edward H. SPIRO
R.P.S.,L.

PRESIDENT°
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Hon. Secretary & Editors
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Gants Hill 9 Ilford 9 Essex.

Hon. Treasurers
MR. A.J. HARDING
31, Somerset Way
Ivor, Bucks.

.
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Hon.Exohango Pkt. Supt
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham, Reading.

17th YEAR

1963

LVE?IA BUST AND
ELVETt WITH SWORD I SSUS
-

ROBERT SHAW
We are all familiar with the Tell Boy and Wilhelm Tell issues, about which much
has been written, and in recent years the Yorks/Lanes Group of the Helvetia Philatelic Society has displayed and studied both issues. To complete the series,
which comprises all four designs, a study of the Helvetia Bust and Sitting Helvetia
with Sword issues has now been made. Little appears to have been written on these
two issues, yet as sets, the four issues are indivisible.
HELVETIA BUST
Following the long life of the previous issue, the Standing Helvetia, a new
series was contemplated and in 1905 certain celebrated artists were invited to Submit designs for new stamps. One of these was the Helvetia Bust by Charles
L'Eplattenier of La Chaux-de-Fonds, whose design was adopted for the 10, 12 and
15 cts. values.
Printing and reproduction methods
These stamps, like all the others in the series of four, were printed by the
letterpress process (or typographed - the more general term used), by the Federal
Mint at Berne.
It has been stated that the original 'die' made by Geel of La Chaux-de-Fonds,
was not used, because the firm of Henzi & Co. of Berne, by means of an etching
process, obtained such satisfactory results that the 'die' made by this latter
process was chosen for the preparation of plates of these values. The so-called
'die' was, in my opinion, a line zinc., or possibly a line reproduction on copper,
the type of 'original' printing block used in letterpress printing. .Briefly, line
zincos are produced by a combination of photographing on to metal and etching, to
produce line reproductions, without tones. Much depends on the skill in control of
the etching to preserve the fine lines andcbpth of etching to give a clear-cut
definition. In 1899 a now method of etching was developed, known as 'Dragon's
Blood process'. This method provided much better control in etching by the oper
ator and was, no doubt, the process employed by the firm of Henzi and Co.
The printing could have been carried out by making 'duplicate' zincos, but it
was more likely to be from electrotypes (or 'electron', to use the more general
trade term). In 1906 'lead moulding' of printing blocks was developed in Munich
and possibly by 1907, when the first of the Helvetia Bust stamps were produced,
this method had been adopted by the engraver. This process of moulding is infinitely superior to the old 'wax moulding' method. Electros are cast from the
moulds and an electrolytic deposit of copper makes them capable of withstanding
hard wear in printing.
As the stamps were printed from plates of 200, it is probable that a combination of units of four or more original and duplicate zincos were made, correctly
positioned for moulding. and units of electros were built up to 200.
(Continued overleaf ...
PRO JUVENTUTE ISSUE

Details are given on page 49
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THE HELVETIA BUST & HELVETIA VITH SWORD ISSUES Continued)
FIRST ISSUE (Type I.) The new stamps (Z.lo4-6) were issued on 11th
November 1907 and consisted of three values:
10 c. red (with shades from rose to 'dark red); 12 c. ochre-yellow
and 15 c. lilac. They were printed on granite paper with watermark
Large Cross, supplied by the Sihi Paper Mill and were perforated
11
Postal validity lasted until 31st December 1932.
The design, a somewhat massive representation of the symbolic figure
of Helvetia, grasping a sword in one hand and a sprig of laurel in the other, is
shown against a back-ground of distant mountain peaks.
Not surprisingly the design did not meet with public favour, so much
so that the artist submitted a modified design which, although it was still subject to much criticism, was nevertheless accepted and theproduction of the second
series was put in hand (2.120-2).
SECOND ISSUE (Type II). As before the stamps were printed at the
Federal Mint, at first by the same method
as for the previous issue, but later, in 1911, pre-gummed paper
became available and was used for all subsequent issues.
These re-designed stamps were issued about the middle of 1909 and
continued in use until they were superseded by the Tell issue in
1914. Again postal validity remained until 31st December 1932.
The overprinted issue of 1915, covering new values, included the
12 c. value of 1909 overprinted 13 c.
The 10 o. value Typo I (Z. 104) and Type II (Z.120) were issued in
stamp booklets. Type II was also issued ' tete-beche' (K.4) to the extent of
45,000 pairs. In 1911 it again appeared
in coils by joining together vertical
rows of 10 stamps from sheets.
It is
impossible to identify these except by
means of lengths from the coils.
In addition the 10 c. value in both
Types I and II are to be found on a large
number of Postal Stationery items: postcards, folding letter forms and envelopes for the use of private firms.
It was also used as the top value of
the 'Kocher' stamps, with frames in
violet, blue, green and red.
(To be continued
LI ECHTENST EIN
A further four very attractive stamps
in the 'Minnesinger' series will be
issued on 5th December 1963. All are
printed in six colours:
25 Rp. Heinrich von Sax (lt.grey/blue/
grey-brn/red/yellow/gold)
30 Rp. Kristan von Hamle (grey-blue/
blue/grey-brn/red/ochre/gold)
75 Rp. Werner von Teufen (olive/blue/
dk-grey/red/yellow/gold)
170 Rp. Hartman von Aue (reddish-grey
blue/grey-blk/red/yellowkold)
The designs are taken from the original MS of Manesse and produced in heli
gravure by Courvoisier S.A.on white paper
with brown &green fibres. Vert. format
26 x 36 mm. in 2 sheets of 20 ea. (1 & 2)
A special first-day cover has been
designed and also a first-day cancel in
antique script: 'VADUZ - AUSGABETAG 5.12.63'.

WE TAKE PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING
THAT OUR

SWITZERLAND
CATALOGUE
FOR 1964
IS NOW ON SALE
EDITED BY L.N. & M. WILLIAMS
THIS, THE TENTH EDITION IS
SUPERBLY PRODUCED ON ART

PAPER WITH THREE COLOUR FRONT
COVER AND LATEST SWISS PLASTIC
BINDING. ITS 80 DOUBLE COLUMN
PAGES CONTAIN OVER 600 ILLUSTRATIONS.
4, 200 PRICE CHANGES (OF WHICH APPROXIMATELY 3 ,900 ARE UPWARDS) MAKE THIS THE
MOST SPECTACULAR EDITION YET OF THIS WELLKNOWN INTERNATIONAL AWARD WINNING CATALOGUE. (BETWEEN THEM THE 1960 & 1962 EDITIONS
HAVE WON SIX MEDALS AND DIPLOMIAS).
The 1964 'Switzerland Catalogue' is the
most comprehensive listing of Swiss
Stamps in the English language and no
'Helvetia' member will wish to be without this year's edition.
Price: U.K. 10 /6d. + 1/- Post/Packing
Overseas - 15/6d. (02.20) Post Free
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
A.S.D.A .
(H.L.KATCHER)
BPA. PTS.

(The Swiss Specialists)
151, Park Road, London, N.W.8.
Tel: JUNiper 0616
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The five 'PRO JUVENTUPE' stamps for 1963, with additional charge, will be issued on 30th November. The lowest value bears the portrait of a boy, from a painting by Albert Anker, while the other four values continue the 'Wild flowers and
garden flowers' series.
90% of the proceeds from the additional charge will go to the Pro Juventute
Foundation, the remaining 10% is.intended for various youth welfare works of
national importance.
Details of the new issue are as follows:
Values: 5 + 5c. Portrait of a boy - one colour: greenish blue
10 + 10c. Ox eye daisy (Chrysanthemum leucanthemum) - four colours:
green/grey/yellow/yellow-brown
four colours: carmine/green/
20 + 10c. Geranium (Pelargonium zonale)
yellow/red
30 + 10c. Cornflower (Centaurea cyanus) - four colours: brown/ultramarine/light red/green
50 + 10c. Carnation (Dianthus carophyllus) - three colours: blue/
violet-red/green.
-

- .

Desigznss 5 c. Design and steel engraving by Karl Bickel, Sr., Walenstadtberg
after a painting by Albert Anker, Ins (1831-1910)
10, 20, 30 & 50 c. Designer: Werner Weiskönig, St. Gallen.
Process: 5 c, Rotary line. intaglio printing by the Postage Stamp Printing Office
PTT, Bern.
10, 20, 30 & 50 c. Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds.
Size:
24 x 29 mm., picture size: 21 x 26 mm.
Paper: (a) with luminous substance: all five values: white postage stamp paper
with violet fibres (5 c. uncoated, remainder lightly coated)
(b) without luminous substance: 5 c. white postage stamp paper without
coating or fibres; 10 & 20 c. white postage stamp paper,
lightly coated, with red and blue fibres.
No.of sheets per form cylinde r: 5 c. 4 (Nos. 1-4); remainder 2 (A & B)
No.of stamps per sheets 50 The PTT state that "for technical reasons it was not possible to print the
entire issue of these stamps on luminous paper. In preparing the first day covers,
the difference between. the two types of paper was disregarded, as it can hardly be
perceived with the naked eye and is of no significance to the great majority of
buyers. Customers supplied by the
Philatelic Agency on a subscription
The long-awaited new Catalogues
basis will receive luminous stamps
have now been published:
exclusively. The issue of Pro Juventute stamps has been fixed on the
basis of the sales of the last few
years, with a margin to allow for
an increased demand."
A stamp booklet with gold1 9 6.4
EUROPE
coloured cover has been prepared at
the request of the Pro Juventute
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1964
Foundation. It contains twelve
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
5 + 5c. stamps, twelve 10 + 10c.
XVIITH EDITION
and four 20 + lOc. stamps. These
are all NON-LUMINOUS stamps.
Please order Catalogues from:
The stamps will be available
Harris Publications Limited,
from 30th November as long as
27, Maiden Lane, Strand, London, W.C.2.
stocks last but not longer than
30th June 1964.
For first
class
stamps
A first-day cancellation consisting of the ox-eye daisy from
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND
the lOc. stamp and wording: 'BERN
EUROPE
30.XI.1963 - PRO JUVENTUTE AUSGABESend Want Lists
TAG', will be used by the Philatelic
Order NEW ISSUES from ...
Agency of the PTT, while the Pro
Juventute will again bring out a
ZUMSTEIN & CIE
special envelope with vignette
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.) .
(portrait of a boy).
P.O.B. 1291,
Switzerland
Berne,

UMSTr

...
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ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE SWITZERLAND-LIECHTENSTEIN 1964,
Still further enlarged to 635 pages,
with detailed information on each Swiss
stamp including varieties, plate-flaws,
shades etc.,it forms a trustworthy basis
for any important collection of these stamps
Special issues such as Specimen, Ausser
Kurs, Booklets, Kocher, Hotel & Railway
Stamps are included and prices given for
single stamps, pairs, blocks of four, rare
post-payings, First Day Covers, Pro Juventuto & Pro Patria with printed margins
etc.
The Catalogue has been brought
fully up-to-date; some sections such as
the 1900 U.P.U., Airmails & Leichtenstoin
have been completely revised with the aid
of specialists in these fields.
Full attention has been paid to the
prices; the continuing upward trend is
mainly due to the strong increase in the
number of collectors, resulting in the
already scarce material becoming even
rarer.
On sale for a limited period only ..
obtain your copy now.
Price: Stitched .. Sw.Fr. 11.Bound (with thumb index) Sw.Fr.13.Obtainable in Gt.Britain from:
Harris Publications, 27 Maiden Lane,
Strand, London, T. C. 2.
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MORE SLOGAN CANCELS
BRUNNEN -Kurort an der Axenstrasse
from 15 July during summer season
Internationale Pferderennen Luzern Luzern 3-22 Sept.
Sohweizerische LandesausstellungLausanne 1964 - various
Exposition nationale suisse Lausanne 1964 - various
Exposizione nazionale svizzere Losanna 1964 - Chiasso, Lugano
Concurs hippique international, Genève Geneva 2, 20-30.X.,Geneva 1, 31.X-16.XI
Journ6e des Nations Unies,Geneva,20-30.X
Gemellaggio Locarno-Montecatini,
Locarno 1 12-17.X
Musik in der Klosterkirche Einsiedeln
27 Oktober 1963 - Luzern 2, 10-26 Oct.
SCHLANGE stehen? Posteinzahlungen
mdglichtst nicht am Woehen- oder
Monatsende vornehmen - Grenchen,Zofingen
Faire la QUEUE? Effectuez vos paiements
au guichet postal en periode de faible
trafiel Neuchatel 2
Ridurre 1'ATTESA ... Effettuate i
versamenti postali in periodi di debole
traffico! Bellinzona 1
50 ens de scoutisme - Sion 1, 22.XI-13.XII
50 ans Chemins-de-fer du Letschberg Delemont 1

AUTQr QB1LE CAE LS
1At 2 Zurich, Britische Wochen and
Industriemesse 2-14.9
The 'DAY OF THE STAMP' 1963 will be
" 3 Lausanne, Comptoir suisse 7-22.9
celebrated in Fribourg on let December.
Extra Zurich, Knabenschiessen 7-9.9
As usual a special cancellation will
Auto 3 Schwyz, Generalversammlung des
be used showing Fribourg Cathedral surrinternat. Kolpingswerkes
ounded by the wording 'FRIBOURG-JOURNEE
23/25•VIZI
DU TIMBRE - 1.XII.19 63' in ornamental
St.Gallen, Internationale
Items for franking should reach
script.
Pferdesporttage, 31.VIII-1.IX
the Postamt Fribourg 1 not later than the
" 2 Altenrhein, DreilM,nder Flugtag
30th November.
ft'ir die Jugend, 21.IX
Neuchatel, Fete des vendanges
The Philatelic Exhibition REEIOPHIL IV
5/6.10
will be held at La Chaux-de-Fonds from 13th
Aarau, 75 Jahre Verein fair
to 15th March 1964. The earlier date has
Briefmarkenkunde 12/13.10
been chosen to avoid clashing with the open
Ddbendorf, Korpsdefilee 17.10
ing of the National Exhibition at Lausanne.
3 St. Gallen, OLMA 10/20.10
Morgarten, Morgartensohiossen
?
?
?
15.XI
The new catalogues clearly
TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS
indicate the rising trend of
OESCHSEITE - Erholung am Rinderberg
SWISS STAMPS
SANTA MARIA IN CALANCA - arte - storia
- panorama
Have you completed all your earlier
SCIkMERIKON
am
Zdrichsee
issues? If not you will be wise to do
SIRNACH - Tor zum Tannzappenland
so without further delay.
-

Send your Want Lists or write for
approval selections:
Early ... Middle ... Modern issues
all available
Miniature Sheets, Flight Covers,
Special Cancellations,
etc. etc. etc.

j.S. ArMS I PcNG

14 Low lane, Torrisholme

,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.

There is apparently much criticism
in Switzerland over the EXPO LAUSANNE
1964 stamps because the text on all
values is solely in French. This has
caused some heartburning among the
German and Italian speaking areas. It
has been suggested that at least the
two lower values could have been in
the three languages, leaving the two
top values, which are foreign rates,
in French.
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YORKS/LANCS GROUP: Hon. Secs A. Guilts, 3, Bowood Road, ELLAND, Yorks.
Dr. G.G. Ritchie of Harrogate joined 'Helvetia' only 3 years or so ago, but
that did not diminish the enthusiasm and originality which were the keynotes of
his 'CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY' to the Group on November 2nd.
Explaining that his difficulty had been to exclude all sections and,periods
selected for later Group study, Dr. Ritchie said that as a general collector he
had always had an interest ('inter alia') in Switzerland, and supposed he had been
a 'pure' philatelist before joining the Group. Now, however, he had several volumes of various 'side-lines', from which he had selected items for display.
Commencing with an attractive range of 'Bundesfeier' special postcards with
printed stamps, the Chairman confessed to an interest in the pictures as much as
the stamp & postmark on the back, therefore, every Gatti was displayed in duplicate.
Continuing with postal stationery came the commemorative cards, both official and
those privately issued, followed by the Pro Juventute on official envelopes.
Probably- to - please-the postal. -historians4e4pecially your reporter) a fell ,ohdic(“
covers were shown with lake steamer marks of the Vierwaldstdttersee and Bodensee,
and to please everyone a fine display of Soldier Stamps, mostly on cover.
The 'pure' philatelist then came to the surface, for the sheet of Rayons was
'typed' & several sheets of first-class Strubeli included several errors of thread.
A curious cover with a 25c. Sitting Helvetia used in combination with a G.B. ld.
proved to have been re-directed on arrival in England, but the stamps were aligned
together. The Standing Helvetia included a superb 40c. perf. 9i on a 'Nachnahme'
cover, while many of the Sitting Helvetia covers had most interesting straightline canoellations. A range of Cross & Figure booklet copies in blocks with outside imperf. was followed by Tell heads & the often neglected 'Arms' issues, while
Postage Dues included several of the uncommon 'ANNULEE' and many later stamps with
the 'T' mark.
Dr. Ritchie was within the Rules of the Group in showing the stamps of the
'Princely Canton' - Liechtenstein, saying his first acquisition was a packet of
stamps from Vaduz, which he had mislaid, but still had the envelope in which they
were enclosed, addressed to himself in 1934 and beautifully franked. Austria used
in Liechtenstein included a Feldkirch-Buchs T.P.O. and the Vaduz (C) postmark on a
beautiful block of 8 of later stamps. After the beautiful 'TROYER' cards the display ended with a magnificent black and white 'contre-jour' full-plate photograph
'blown-up' from about 1/3 area of a 35mm. film, showing Gutenberg Castle, which
appears on the stamps. Afterwards Dr. Ritchie projected some colour transparancies of Liechtenstein & Switzerland, mostly showing the actual views depicted on
stamps, with enlargements of the stamps for comparison. The standard of definition & colour rendering of the home-processed diapositives was greatly admired and
rounded off a most excellent display. In view of Dr. Ritchie's introductory remarks, members look forward with eagerness to his display three years hence!
L.M.
On October 22nd nine members of the
YORKS/LANCE GROUP gave a combined display
to the Bradford Philatelic Society, who
were particularly impressed by the team
effort of 'Helvetia'. Bradford members
expressed their appreciation of the method
of display, whereby the 'Helvetians' each
exhibited and explained a period of Swiss
collection or Postal History in chronological order from very early times right
up to the present year. Especially impressive were the contributions of the
two lady members: Miss Chatburn and Miss
Solly.
L•M•
It is reported that there has been a
surprising run on the 10c. stamp marking
the Centenary of the Swiss Alpine Club. It
is now only available from the PTT in complete sets of the Propaganda issue.

Sw 1 Z RLAND
OUR

SPECIALITY

TANNER FDC Catalogue - 1.50 Post
PEN Catalogues; (Paid
SPECIAL SWISS CANCELS - W2.50 and
AUTOMOBILE POST CANCELS 84.00
MINKUS - MULLER - ZUMSTEIN Ctalogues
Want Lists Solicited.
Tete-beche & se- tenant pairs, booklet panes, essays, postal stationery
Large stock of Special Cancellation
covers and Bundesfeier cards.
HELVETIC STAN COMPANY
Box 314
Wall Street Station,
NEW YORK 5, N.Y.

It is not too soon to remind Members
that the ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION of 10/L becomes
due on 1st January 1964.
Member Helvetia Society, APS, NPS, SPA,
New York Stamp Dealer Bourse, etc ..
Prompt settlement would be appreciated.
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Edward H. SPIRO
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1963

17TH YEAR .

- LVETIA BUST HELVETIAWITH SWORD ISSUES

(Conclusion)
by H. W. Robertshaw
SITTING HELVETIA TITH SWORD - Possibly because of the unpopularity of the preyvious issue, as well as the growing need fad
additional values, a new series was put in hand. For this another
design by L'Eplattenier was chosen, one submitted by the artist in
a previous contest. Again the motif shows the symbolic figure of
'Helvetia' with the. face_ in profile, but this time seated on a rock.
The right hand holds a sword while the left hand rests on her knee.
A distant view of snow-capped mountain peaks is shownin the background, and at the base of the rock which serves as the seat is a
single Edelweiss flower. The word 'HELVETIA' is inscribed at the bottom, while
the figure of value appears in each of the upper corners.
The stamps were bicoloured, with the shading and background in a darker shade.
They were printed by the Federal Mint at Berne on granite papér with blue and red
fibres, supplied partly by the Papermill an der Sihl and partly by the firm of
Biberist. The watermark was again the Large Crss and the perforation 11. The
initial printing comprised the following values: 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 & 70 ots.,
1 & 3 Fr.
The first value to be issued
in 1908 was the 400. reddishviolet and Yellow (Typo I, 2.107)
of which only 4 million copies
were printed and it has the full
signature of the artist below the
sword. In some copies the signature is not always clearly visible
owing to blurred printing, but the
stamps can be further identified
by the three laurel leaves suspended from the sword-hilt. Later
Type
Typo II
in the same year a slightly modified stamp was issued in which only the initials ' C.L. appear, and there are only
two laurel leaves on the sword-hilt (Type II, 2,11 2). This latter design was used
for all the other stamps in the series, including additional values later and also
changes of colour.
From the scanty information available regarding methods of producing
printing blocks, I find this issue bath
contradictory and confusing. It would
appear that at first the stamps were
printed from two plates of 100 each and
that these were produced photographically.
'step and
It seems that some form
repeat' method was employed and then
chemically etched onto metal. Brass is
mentioned, but this is more likely to
have been zinc or copper.
Later, however, they wore printed
in sheets of 400, i.e. four units of
100. Those were apparently printed
.

.
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THE HELVETIA BUST & HELVETIA WITH SWORD ISSUES - Continued
from electros, as described earlier under the Helvetia Bust series. The printing
was carried out on two-colour presses, the second colour being superimposed immediatelyafter the first.
During the period of validity of these stamps many changes in postal rates
occurred, necessitating new values and colour changes.
In 1915 there was a provisional issue, of which one value, the 70 c. 'Helvetia'
was overprinted 80 c., to be followed by a new 80 c. stamp in 1916, while in 1918
a 60 c. value was added to the series.
Colour changes caused the 40 o. Type II to be issued 4 times in all: originally
in reddish-violet and yellow in 1908, then in greenish-blue in 1921, in ultramarine in 1922 and finally in lilac and green in 1924.
In 1921, as part of a further provisional issue, the 25 c. blue was overprinted
'20 c' in reds this is the stamp with the well-known variety of the 'missing wedge
in the '2'. In October 1922 the 70 c. value, which had previously been printed in
brown was changed to violet and buff.
In 1933 six values were issued on chalk paper with ribbed gum (grilled s 35, 40
(lilac & green), 50, 60, 8Q & 1 Fr., and in 1934 the 70 c. (violet & buff . Apart
from the grilled appearance the chalk paper is slightly thicker and the printing a
little lighter, which makes them easily distinguishable from the earlier issues.
In 1940 three values: 50, 60 & 80 0. were printed on chalk paper with smooth gum,
and since these were in use for only 2 years they are less common.
It is possible that one may occasionally come across an example of a stamp from
the 1908 issue printed on heavy coated art paper. Those are from a limited issue
which were presented to members of the Federal Council and other priviledged persons. Although the stamps were valid for postage it is doubtful if any were actually used. Even mint they are extremely scarce and are more often encountered in
specialised collections, probably in the form of
presentation folders.
Only two values were used for stamp booklets
the 25 c. stamp was issued 'tete-beche' and 'tetebeohe' with plain interspace, also in pairs with
interspace with large hole and pairs with plain
interspace. The 20 c. on 25 c. provisstamp was similarly issued inthe
^aY$f9
following combinations: 'tete-beche' and H
SWISS CUSTOMS POSTMARKS
in pairs with interspace with large hole.
^,^
Ya
I have recently acquixed$E
All are on granite paper with plain gum.
t
T3 a small but extremely
i
Quite a
;!
attractive lot of these
number of
unusual cancellations. Few '!
this serpeople are aware of their ii
ies were !' existence and fewer still realise their
overprint H many bizarre shapes and forms. No
ed for various purposes: Official stamps,
Collection should be without at least
of Nations & International Labour i{ one or two representative copies. Eye-il,
Office, Industrielle Kriegswirtschaft
catching strikes are available from 5/-i`
upwards but the rarer items may cost up
etc•As far as postal stationery is concerned the 25 c. was issued in 1924 on a H to a few pounds. I should be pleased r
to forward approval selections on request!
folding letter form, for which an extra
c.
was
made
for
the
form.
In
i
charge of 5
1909 there were 3 envelopes issued for
use by private firms, carrying 20, 25 &
35 c. values. So far as can be ascerV I 1 \ D
tained these were the only postal
THE
AMATEUR
COLLECTOR
stationery items.
This issue is singularly free from
It
1964 SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE
flaws and varieties, which is accounted
IS NOW ON SALE !!!
for by the method of reproduction mentioned above, as defects in moulding,
(10/6d. + 1/- Postage )
which take place when printing from
electros, do not occur with this method.
Nevertheless the issue is interestHave YOU ordered YOUR copy yet
ing for those who like to look for colour shades and postmarks. Particularly
BPA
worth searching for are the many types
PTS
of Customs cancellations.
151, Park Road, London, N.W.8.
This brings to an end a brief
history of the series in this design,
Tel: JUNiper 0616
covering a period of issues from 1908
(Cont. on P.56)
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SWISS MARITIME MAIL

THE RISING VALUE OF SWISS STAMPS

Mr. L. Moore sends us the following ! Even the Swiss philatelio press has been
reports
! commenting on the rapid increases in the
the value of Swiss stamps in recent years.
In the December issue of the
me of the examples quoted are:

Swiss ocean-going ships and illustrat Zurich 4 Rp.

Pro Juv. foreAn Editor's footnote, however,
reads:
"Ship's mail may be franked with
i ^i^Lugano yv+v ^ wY v ^
70 185 275
stamps of the country under whose flag;
the ship sails. The Purser hands mail; LunabatBlo ck
44
posted on board to any Port Office
! The percentage increases are given as
where letters not from an official
1923-39
ship's Post Office receives the postca 6.25%
...
10%
mark of the harbour ('Paquebot' etc.)
"
1939-52
...
Such mail is internationally regarded
1952-59
...
as validly franked and is forwarded
1 59%
1959-64
to destination. 'Internationally' -- !, The..fa t that .these- r ses-a-re"
.=
°©xcép^`in"1ärid=löc^^d .-âvv^tz^`rläno.^^ . , . not only among the classic issues, be
but
also
"We have seen sea-mail from Swiss i
ships via U.S.A., West Indies, Canada,! include comparatively 'young' issues such
as the 'Pax' set and 'Lunaba' block gives
England and Italy. All these postal
authorities accept & forward such letters food for thought and shows that more
attention could well be given to modern as
without question. The Swiss Post
well
as to the old stamps. The everOffice, however, does not recognise
expanding
interest in stamp collecting
this arrangement and treats letters
throughout
the world results in material
franked with Swiss stamps, posted on i
becoming
more
widely distributed and thus
Swiss ships, as unfranked! And this i
harder
to
obtain
when demand occurs.
in spite of the f act.that these letters have been postmarked and forward-,,
ed by Port postal authorities of the ii;
i ••' The long-awaited new catalogues
various countries. The Post Office,
have now been published: ti ;
1
L
in reply to our question replied:
'Swiss stamps can only be used when
the ship has on board an actual Post
Office which cancels the stamps & has
^ 1
proper arrangements with the Port ex-:
change offices and these conditions
do not apply to any Swiss ships!
"So we have the paradox that mail i
from Swiss ships bearing Swiss stamps
is accepted and delivered by foreign
countries, but a Swiss recipient in i
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1964
d has to pay Postage Due!" ;
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED j!t
XVIITH EDITION,
The PTT ruling confirms that the
Purser on board the Swiss Rhine 'steam
-er 'Basilea' (Herr Candrian from
Please order Catalogues from
Arosa) was quite correct when he told
Harris Publications Limited
me that his instructions were that
27, Maiden Lane, Strand, London W..C.2
mail must be franked with the stamps
of the country on whose terra firma
it was posted. Fortunately the
German and British Post Offices
for first
class stamps
apparently think otherwise, or I
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND
should never have got the vine decorEUROPE
ated postmark of 'NIERSTEIN-am-RHEIN
-EDEL SEIN WEIN' cancelling the Swiss
Send Want Lists
stamps on postcards sent to members
Order NEW ISSUES from .
of the Yorkshire Group of 'Helvetia':
ED.NOTE: It was because of this rulZUMSTEIN & CIE
ing that the proposed HNL article on
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)
this subject was cancelled. If regP.O.B. 1291,
Berne, Switzerland
arded as invalid it seems strange
that the BBZ should how decide to

25

`

.

.
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LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec.Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley.
32, Ethelbert Gdns.,Gants Hill,Ilford.
The Decémber meeting was well attended.
Mr.J.H. Short gave the first display, a
'Mixed Bag' commencing with some Cantonals
and Rayons, with interesting cancels both
on stamps and covers. Among more modern
issues were the 1924 UPU in blocks of 4 to
show the perforation differences, followed
by booklet stamps (mint). Finally the
'Standing Helvetia' issues mint and then
used and arranged value by value to include
shades, retouches etc.
Mr. D. Slate was unfortunately unable to
be present, but Mr. G. O'Hara showed some
material on his behalf and together with
his own and other items contributed by Mr.
Hewson a combined display was presented
covering many varied sections: pre-stamp
covers with some good cancels, a selection
of 'Strubelis', soldier stamps, examples of
various types of Ambulant postmarks, airmails, including balloon flight covers, the
1939 Bundesfeier stamp of Laupen Castle wit
'dotted roofs' and a block of 4 of the
Maderanerthal hotel stamp.
The varied nature of the display provided interest for everyone.

DECEMBER 1963

‘;' r0.1\41
The annual subscription of 10/
becomes due on 1st January 1964.
It would be greatly appreciated if
members would give this matter their
prompt attention and thus avoid a
considerable amount of correspondenge
and postage.
Remittances to the Hon.Treasurer:
Mr. A.J. Harding, 31 Somerset Waay,
Iver, Bucks.
NUMBERS
ISSUED
The following figures have just been
published by the P.T.T.
EUROPA CEPT. 1962
30 c. 8,860,000 50 c.
8,830,000
PRO JUVENTUTE 1962

:5+ 5c.

14,058, 648 301+10o. 2,602,196

10+10o.

10,950,083 50+10c. 2,952,843

20+1Oc.
7,348,028
Including stamps from 97,605 booklets.
PRO JUVENTUTE JUBILEE SHEET 1962
Fr. 3.—
881,975
SERVICE STAMPS - UNITED NATIONS 'UNCSAT'

50 c. 387,000
Fr. 2.- 377,000
• PECIAL STAMP 'PRO AERO' 1963
1,186,439
Fr. 2.-

NEXT LONDON GROUP MEETING: To be held on
Wednesday, 8th January, 1963, when Mr. P.
OPENING OF UNITED NATIONS PHILATELIC
C. Turton will be giving a display of
'ST RUBELIS', Remembering his entry in our MUSEUM: This will be opened on 10th
December and the oocasion will be
last Competition, we look forward to this
marked by the use of a special cancellBook the date
with great antioipation.
ation: 'GENEVE 10 - INAUGURATION DUE
now.
MUSEE PHILATELIQUE - 10.XII.63 -NATIONS
UNIES'. A special commemorative cover
NEW ADDITION TO THE LIBRARY
was issued.
By oourtesy of the Helvetic Stamp Co. of MEMBERSHIP LIST
New York the Society's Library has been
The following addresses now supplied:
presented with a copy of the latest TANNER
ATHERTON, M.J., 17 Avenue Elmero,
F.D.G. CATALOGUE. This concise 68 page
Surbiton, Surrey.
catalogue is ideal for the keen cover
Suite 201, 1405
collector. It lists all officially issued KEANE, F.W.L.
Stadacona Avenue,
covers and has a text in German, French and
Victoria B.C.,Canada
English. All sections are covered:
Commemoratives, tete-beche, airmails, Pro NEW MEMBER
Juv. & Pro Patria ( also with printöd name HEMMING, Mrs. V. M. 67 Lower Barn Rd.,
Purley, Surrey.
tabs), service stamps, Day of the Stamp,
Corrigenda
and also Liechtenstein. Excellent illus9 Burrill Ave. E.Cosham
SHARMAN, E.A.
trations of the postmarks are given.
Portsmouth,
Hants..
The catalogue is available to Members
96
Midland
Road,
Luton
HOLTON,
W.T.
at the usual fee of 6d. + postage where
Beds.
necessary. Apply to the Hon. Sec.
TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS
(a) Circular: BtiTSCHWIL - 9606 Thur-Drahtsteg from 28/11/63
Slogan:
Schlnes altes ZOFINGEN (b)
from 2/12/63
HELVETIA WITH SWORD ISSUE (Cont. from P.54)
to 1940 — 32 years - and valid for postage
to 31st December 1942 - 34 in all. Even
this long period of time failed to beat the
extraordinary run of the 'Standing Helvetia' issue which lasted from 1882 to 1907
with postal validity to December 1924 tT VLF %ITT TN
42 years.

J, .*-S; i /R/ .1 //S7f C).l`V (
wishes
All Members of Helvetia
THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON
and will be at your service
during the coming year.

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
Lancs.
Morecambe,

,

